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Rick T The definition of busy medium needs to be more Is a medium considered busy if either Physical Should be section 5.2.6.1 - Did'nt reach 

I 

White specifIC. and Virtual CarTier sense indicate a busy, can I COIICeeI'lSUS whether a station that wants to 
send a frame if neither indicate busy? I'm transmit a frame when the medium is free for 
assuming that I will always wait a DIFS and DIFS, must transrnl on slot bound<vy or not. 
select a Contention Slot. The only time that I can Recommend to discuss it at the who! MAC 
send a frame immediately is after the media has SubGroup 
not been busy form a period of time Jonger than 
DIFS plus CWmax. It this is true, the draft must 
reflect this. Figure 5-7 does indicate immediate 
access when medium is free >= DIFS. I 

5 C. e "frame type" is used to refer to things that Me not frame types inconstant with table 4-1 
Heide frame types according to table 4-1. For instance, 

ACK is not a frame type, and Request and Respome 
Me constantly refened to as frame types which they 
Me certainly not according to table 4-1. An • ACK" is 
a Control frame, subtype ACK. Some oonsistent 
jargon ahould be used throughout the section (and the 
entire document). How about ACK becomes frame 
type ControI:ACK. 

5 C. t rernovethe DCF and use ofCSMA from the PCF. CSMA based operation relies on the ability of all Rejected. The subje<.1 was diswssed for a long time 
Heide ST As to "bear" each other to function properly. This and the DCF was aca:ptcd as the foundabcn 

inability to do this is exad.ly what differentiates the protoc:ol, Cbanging the substantial part of the MAC 
wireless network from the wired networtc.. A CSMA Protocol is unaccepCable in this stqc of the procc:ss 
based coordination function does not support 
mobility, J)OI1ability or hidden stations. 

5, ch 4, MLT T specific timings or time ranges should be defined for Ac:oepUd. The timinp sbould be specified acconIing 
6, 7 all intervals refc:n:pccd in this cbapIer to January discu!Bioos and lakr ooaaucots 
5. David T 

The document would appear to read better Is 
See irnbeded comments and amotations First part IeCI1IS editorial 

Bagby SecoIid part: remove Mtliratc Support in the MAC. 
sec 5 immediately followed section 3, and sec 4 Mu1tind.e support was voted into the dnft with • 
followed section 5. Sec 4 assumes a lot of info 75% majority, ranoviDg this feature is beyond the 
and terminology that Is introduced in section capabilities of this smal.I group. It sbouId be either 
5.[081 ] rejected or discussed 11 a fuU 802.11 working group 

In the following sections, the MAC functiooaJ 
desaiption is praented. Section 5.1 introduces the 
architecture of the MAC sublayer, including the 
distributed coordination function, the point 
coordination fuoc:tion and their coexistence in an 
802.11 LAN. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 expand on this 
introductioo and provide a complete functional 
description of eadi. Section 5.4 describes the 
security mecbanisms within the MAC layer. Section 
5.5 and 5.6 cover fragmentation and reassembly, 
MItIlHel.1 !lH1'P91t ill admol8setl: ill See&B8 S.7. 
[DB2}Section 5.8 reiterates the functional 
descriptions in the form of state machines. 

S.l Belang E Move section 5.1 after section 5.7. Section 5.1 is difficuh to read It may be easier to 
er undemand after sections 5.2 to 5.7. 
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5.1 Jim E Put "Mac" in all capitalletten. MAC is written as "Mac". 
Panian 

5.1 Jim E Change "may" to "must". In referring to the MAC state machine the setlknce 
Panian reads "It may also provide the sequencing required to 

provide the point coordination function and the 
associated time-bounded and codcntion-
free communications services. " 

S.l Bob T revise figure 5·1 to matdt updated architecture figure The current figure does not match the current state of Please Explain 
O'Hara (figure 2-11) the standard. 

5.1 David T The MAC State Machine shall provide the See imbeded comments and annotations Fint Part seems editorial. We don't see the need for 
Bagby sequencing required to provide the distributed De-authenl.ication. h should be disrussed as a gencnJ 

coordination function. The Mac State Machine shall Authenticalion issue. If De-authmicatioo is 
provide the protocol sequencing necessary to provide approved hence the COIIIIDCd is accepted. 
asynchronous comnwnicatioo service. The MAC 
State Machine shaa lHMy-abo provide the 
sequencing required to provide the point coordinatioo 
function and the associated timo-bounded and 
contenlion-free communication services. The 
implementation of the PCF portions of the MAC 
State Machine (and the associated Time-bounded 
and contention-free services) are optionaL 
(D83JI'he MAC State Macltiue shall not interfere 
with time-bounded nor conlention-free 
communications even if the optional point 
coordinatioo function is not implemented. 

The MAC Management State Machine shall provide 
the protocol sequeacing required to provide the 
following services: 

a) AIlaocialion and re-association 
I 

b) Agcess to the MAC MIB 
c) Timing synchronization 
d) Power management : 

e) AI1thenlication & 
Deauthentication{DB4j 

fefllleF's "ate (8811); wINII .. IIfa afJHw I 
.,.,...,MlMt .SF •• fll8vl4letRJ I 

I 

{ef11teF6 Rete (8e11}i .,. IIf .. a"'-.ewIe. 
"", "ae. fa pl8111f1e Ie .",. a" tlRJa 
IJeuAflari MHI QaflteArtlM tAle 
sawlc.1}{DBSJ 

I 
- I 
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I 

5.1 Fischer T change V_~'_M~"""" time bounded, and .. . 0 to There are 2 access cootrol techinques, contention- Fint scnteoce aa:lepIcd. Second scnteoce is aa:cpIed. 
,Mike. Ocontention based and ... 6 based and contention-free. These access cootrol Third is covered by D. Bagby's COIIIIlIeId in section 5 

techniques are independent of the type of data or 
at end of 2nd to Jasa senc:ence offirsl paragraph add service (async, time bounded, etc.) that might be 
6and is able to support both asyncbronous and delivered using the access cootrol teclmique. Some 
timeDbounded service classes.6 facilities, such as the access priority needed to meet 

certain bounds of time bounded service, may not be 
3rd paragraph, add 6and point6 between 
6distributed6 and 6c00rdinati0n6 in 1st sentence 

available from both access cootrol techniques. 

and replace the last sentence with OA defined subset 
of the MAC state machine shall provide the DCF and 
shall not interfere with timeDbounded nor 
conentionDfree conununications.6 
(based on the adoption of the updated state machines 
in document 95/14 and my comment regarding these 
state machines and section 5.8) 

5.1 Rick T 1T 2: Only a high level view of the service request POSlp<lIlr.d.. It must be check.ed whether 802.3 or 
White and Indication is given in Section 3.2. A detailed other standards provide such detailed description if 

description of each service and request true then it must be defined (need V oIwdeer) 

Indication must be given 
5.1 Rick T 1T 2: There Is no Management State Machine Accepted. The MAC Management State Machine 

White defined in Section 5.8. The Management State must be defined. (need Volunteer) 
Machine must .be defined. 

5.1 Rick T 1T 3: None of the state machines in Section 5.8 Belongs to Section 5.8 
White cover any point coordination, time bounded, or 

contention-free communications. 
5.1 Rick T 1T 4: A complete list of management services Not defined. Accepted (Volunteers?) 

White must be defined. Control of a FH PHY should be 
one of the services .. 

5.1 Rick T 1T 4: Define management services required for Notdefmed. A.ccep(ed (Volunteers?) 
White time bounded a nd contention-free data services. 

5.1 Rick T Figure 5-2 must also should how Point Probably solved by Dave's and Mike's 
White Coordinated time bounded service fits into the 

picture. 
5.1.1 Belang E "ICthe medium is sensed busy the station shall Strike "(a collision)". The situation described is not a 

er defer ..... collision. 
5.1.1 Bob E delete "and access points" in the next to lasa sentence Redundant. 

O'Hara offirst 
5.1.1 Bob E replace "transmitting" with "using the medium" in the Better usage, clarity. 

O'Hara first sentence of the second 
5.1.1 C. e In 2nd paragraph delete "(a collision)" Sensing the medium busy before beginning to 

Thoma transmit is NOT a collision. 1bat is how a collision is 
8 avoided. 
Baumg _ ___ J artner 

-- -- - -
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H.I D:JVid E The fundamental accessmetbod oftnc &02.11 MAC 
, 

See ~ COImJenIs and annotations 
Bagby is- a dislributed coordination function derived 

fromlawYoNR _fDB6]carrier sense multiple access 
with collision avoidance, or CSMNCA The 
distributed coordination function shall be 
implemented in all stations aod access points. It is 
used within both ad hoc and infi"asUucture 
configurations. 

S.1.1 I Geiger I E I RTS and CTS me:ming bas not defined yet or listed in the I useful I abbreviation table. 
S.1.l Jeff E Second paragraph. " ... If the medium is sensed busy 

R.ack.o (a collisioo) the station IIhall defer WJti1..." medium 
witz being busy does not mean there is a collision. 

S.1.l MarIe e Paragraph 2, ~ 4 - " .. sailed busy (a 
Deman collision) .... implies a coUision is synonymous with a 
2e busy channel. This clearly is not we. 

S.1.1 MarIe e Paragraph 2 senIenoe 5 - reword or delete this 
Deman sentence - it doesn't make _ as stated. 

I!C 

S.1.I C. t second paragraph. 5th tine, remove "(a collisiont. xnsing the medium busy is not a collision AIxeptcd. The "(collision)" should be removed. 
Heide 

5.1.1 C. t in 2nd paragraph cahnge senIenoe to "After defesral, This is supposed to be a short summary but it was AIxeptcd. We generally agree, probably some better 
Thoma the stations shall select a random back.off inIervaI and simplified so much that sentence is incon-ect. wording can be provided. 
s shall deaement the inlervaI counter while the 
Baumg medium in idle." 
ar1ner 

S.1.1 Rick. T The second paragraph Is confusing when it talks The way the paragraph Is written, it appears Solved by previous comment 
White about Interframe space. The reference to DIFS there should be a DIFS between all frames but 

should be removed or there should be more this Is not true. A reference should also be made 
detail about axaetIy when • station should use to the NAV when discussing RTS/CTS. 
DIFS period. 

S.I.l, Fischer T recomment that O ... (a collision) ... 0 be removed.. Understandability by the sort of nonD&02.11 Solved by previous commenl 
2nd , Mike. A channel busy indication is not a collision in the participant who might be in the sponsor ballot group 
paragra 8eIIse that Ocollisi0n6 is used on for a subsequent revision of the standard. 
ph contentionDaroi1rated (CSMNCD) networks such as 

&02.3. 
H .2 C. t Need to make provisions in the protocol to "handle" Only IR PHY can live with this limitation in such Rcjcded. This doesn't sean to work on different ESS 

Thoma the limitation in last seIIlenIle of I st paragraph situations as multi-tenant building because the IR CFs ovcrlapping. lIO the station should notify the 
s regarding not supporting overlapping point- BSA is contained within walls. Therefore the fact octwork ..tninisIralor, and this is a product 
Baumg coordinated BSS's (BSA's?) on same charmel. This that lR is only single clwmel is not a problem. Need impIcmeotation issue. This is probably addressed by 
ar1ner requires discussion to decide best method. TIle to add mechanism for unrelated point coordinators in M. F~ comment leUer. 

method could be as simple as a baving any ST A overlappiBg BSA's on same channel to go to different 
which can hear two PCF polls to tell the one that it is dwmels in multi-dwmel PHY's. 
associated with that a channel change is required 

i because of overlapping. 
- -~-
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iii i i 
5.1 .~ David 

BasbY 
T The 802.11 MAC may also incorporate an I See imbeded ooamenIs and annotations Alx:ep!ed. Change -ooch- ~altanaliYe-1O ~op6onaI 

5.1.2 

Suhmission 

optionalalWMtiw lWQCII1J method described as a 
point coordination function. This alternative lWQCII1J 

method shall be implemented on top of the 
distributed coordination fimction. This lWQCII1J 

method UlIeS a poiDt coordinator to detennine which 
station currently has the right 10 transmit The 
operation is essentially that of polling with the point 
coordinator playing the role of the polling master. 
The support of the poiDt coordination function 
requires that the network coofiguration involves no 
overlapping point~ BSS's on the same 
channel. 

the preceding sentence Identifies the limitation of 
the PCF - BSSs can not overlap on a single 
channel. However, section 3.1.1.2 says: ·Tlme 
bounded service shall not be interrupted when a 
station reassociates with • new IICC8S8 point In 
its current ESS." - thus I conclude that this Is a 
conflict and that the PCF can not support 
mobility as deflned In section 2.4.2.1. Until the 
PCF can support mobility, we have not met the 
par requirement for a "voice service·. I note that 
a voice service can be accomplished over the 
async service we have defined (many existence 
proofs on asnyc channel wired LANs). Because 
the async service could do • voice service, I 
conclude that we have technically met the PAR 
requirement and that the optional PCF TB 
service Is a supplement only. I have concerns 
over the technical merits of PCF operation, but 
will stop short of making the PCF one of my 
reasons for voting No at this time. Should the 
PCF or any service dependent on the PCF 
become in any way non-optional, that would be a 
reason for a NO vote on the draft. Adoption of 
941252 made the PCF explicitly optional. 

087] 
Geiger T Support of the point ooordination fimction requires 

that the network configuration involves no 
overlapping point-coordinated BSS's on the same 

channel. Many PHY Layer implementations may not 
be able to guarantee this non overlapping 

requirement. In addition, all stations participating in 
a poiDt coordinated network must be able to receive 
all PCF transmissions. Restrict PCF usage to only 

PHY s which can support the 

The PCF function will not work with both of the RF 
based PHYs but might with the IR PHY. his 
important to indicate in the stmdard that the 

implementation of this function will be limited by 
PHY constraints. 

Page 6 of 52 
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-- --- - _ .- ----- - - -

5.1.2 Wim T Delete the lut saJtence of this section. There is no 'fbere is nothing that signab the start of a Super Aa:epted. This is not the .-ned\mism to sr.vt the 

I 

Diepstr mechanism in which the PCF signals that a CF-Bunt Frame. The target starting point is however specified NAV. But a medwrism to inform the sIalioos that a 
aten is occuring. by an element SF_Length in conjuntion with the TSF PCF is aaing. what's the CF _Boundary and 

timer. It TSF mod SF_Length = 0 then the NA V SF_Length values, ImI!t be defined. (Votllllleer.;?) 
should be set to a value CF _ Boundary, as need to be 
further specified in section 5.3.1. 

5.1.2, Fischer T The \ast sentA:nce should be removed, or at least It is completely possible to operate overlapping Aca:pted. This solves T. Baumgartner's previous 
1st ,Mike. replaced with something to the effect that OThe pointDcoordinated BSSes with a singieDchannel commeot.. 

paragra operation of the pow ooordination function may PHY if the point coordinators follow appropriale 
ph requiR additional ooordination, not specified in this Nles (and/or coordinate their activities using 

standard, to pennit efficienl operation in cases wbere oonununication over the DSM if these BSSes are part 
multiple, pointDooordinatedBSSes are operatin~ on of a common ESS). I know this from direct 
the same channel in overlapping physical space. experience N several of my employerOs current 

products operate in this manner using PCFs with 
similar cbaracteristics to the PCF described in recenl I 

drafts of this standard, over a DSSS physical layer 
with considerable behavioral similarity to the DSSS 
PHY in the current draft (elWept operating in a 
different frequency band). I see little benefit to 
adding mandatory complexity to handle these gencraI 
cases, but I see 1\0 reason to continue to propagate 
and/or reinfORle Ole myth that PCFs canoot overlap 
when using a sinltleDchanoel PHY. 

5.1.2, Fischer T after O(DlFS)Oreplaa: the renlIlinder of the clarification, correctness Partially accepted. PlFS should be n:fcred as 
2nd ,Mike. paragraph with Oro gain cooIrOl of the medium. "samller IFS". The rest of the ~ is too 
paragra Frames trammitted by the PCF and in response to ddailed for the introduction. h may be placed in a 
ph polls from the PCF are separated by the SIFS, except different section (5.3) 

in cases where a transmimlion is unacknowledged, in 
which case the PCF resumes tnosmissions after a 
PIFS duralioo to retain oomroI of the medium. Since 
both the SIFS and the PIFS are amaller than the 
DlFS, pointDcoordinated traffic ahaIl have piroirty 
&£CeSS to the medium. The use of the SIFS once 
control of the medium bas been obtained by the PCF 
maximizes the portion of the oontcntionDfree period 
used for frame transmission and minimizes the 
portioo WJed for spaces. Another improvement in the 
efficiency of PCFDoooIroUed transfers is the 
piggybaclcing. whenever JlOII8ible, ofCFDpo11s and 
CFDacknowledgemeots using encodings of the frame 
subtype field of data frames, thereby avoiding the 
need to send any RTS and CTS framea, as well as 
most acknowledgement frames, during the 
contentionDfree period.. 

, 

5.1.3 C. e remove "Both", first word offirst psragraph. bad sentence - they coexist with each other. If you 
Heide say both you must specify what it is with which they 

both coexist. 
5.1.3 Rick T Figure 5.3 should be modified to should the A£cep«ed. The picture and the Iasl SCiIIA:oa: sboukl be 

White contention-free period and the contention period. removed. A better picture appean; in section S.3. The 
The bursts should be remove. They are only frame stretching issue will be ~ in B. 
confusing. The contention burst should not 
overrun the beginnlnQ of the superframe. 
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5.1.4 Bob E CIw!ge figure 5-4 irtD a 1ist. Better usage, clarity. 
O'Hara 

5.1.4 C. e Change "than" to "then" in Transmit _ MSDU _Timer Typo 
Thoma description 
s 
Bawng 
IU'1neI" 

5.1.4 Joe E aMax ]ull_ MPDU aFragmentation _Threshold 
Kubler aMin_Full_MPDU should read 

aMax ]ull_ MPDU>=aFragmentation _ Threshold>= 
aMin Full MPDU 

5.1.4 Mahan E Revise Figure 5·5. This figure may be misleading due to proportioning 
y of in the four fragments. Also suggest thai 

fragJnents be spaced oquaIly to avoid any 
assumptiOlL'l of DIFS in this figure. 

5.1.4 Mark e Panlgnsph 1 sentence 2 should read ..... is • 
Deman functi " on. .. 
ge 

5.1.4 Mark e Paragraph 4 aDd 5. Defme a maximum "full size" 
Deman MPDU. How does this differ from a maximum 

I 

ge MPDU. If it isn't different then delete "full" ifit is 
diffc:renl then define. 

5.1.4 Renfro E Under &Receive _ MSDU _Timer, replace 'replicted' 
with 'replicated'. 

5.1.4 Greg Err aMax_Tranamit_MSDU_Lifetime - Thetimcby The aurenl definition is poorly worrled and Rejected. We agree that the defmitjoo should be 
Smith which the MSDU must reach its destination MAC unbiguoua in¥oved but this doan'l _ to be enough. 

service im«Dcc. 
5.1.4 10m Err ReuaembIy is ~ at each AP and the The cumnt wording describes reasaerobIy as a AalepCed. Should be Mimmediale recipicm" no( 

Hayes destination ST A function of the recieving station. Because it is DeItm.tion. 
poesible that different APs along the way wiD have 
diffc:renl values for aFragmentation _Threshold that a 
single fragment will not be able to pass through 
without additional fragmentation. The aurenl 

I fragmentation scheme does no( allow for recursive 
fragmentation. Therefore, this requires that 
reassemble be accomplished at each inIennediate AP. 

5.1.4 Wim Err The aMin]ulI_MPDU MIB variable definition is This parameter is to specifY the minimum value that AalepCed. Min]uJl_MPDU is no( a MIB variable, is 
Diepslr notcomct. the &Fragmentation_Threshold can be set to. a fixed vaue that specifies a miminun rcquiremcn 
aten The intend of this definition is to spccity the from the PHY s (should this appear in the PHY 

minimum fragment aile that a MAC may be section) should diMapear from the dacription and 
configured for, and is PHY independent. from Figure 5-4. 
Also figure 5-4 needs to be updated accordingly, by 
listing this as a MAC fixed value. 

5.1.4 Bob T finIt paragraph: add "for the JIIII'POIiC of utilizing a Clarity. AalepCed. ~ on the need for a badq:round 
O'Hara PHY with a CWTeDt 1ransport aile less than the paragJ3IJb explaining what ~ needed fOl". 

MPSU size" after "(MPDUs)" But we don't feel this is the correct ~ 
(editorial?) 

5.1.4 Bob T Define the attributes listed by placing the COITeCl Standard is inco:mplele without complete definitions. AalepCed. Sbou1d be moved to sedion 7. ADd just 
O'Hara definitions in the MID in section 7. leave the finl aDd I&Il puappbs including Figure S-

5 in the ovcMew. 
5.1.4 C. t rename aMin ]ull_MPDU to aMin_MPDU, and an MPDU has a minimum and maximum allowable Solved by previous CilIIIIIICd. 

Heide aMax]ull_MPDU to aMax_MPDU size. The introduction of the word "full" into these 
values is redundant and confus~ 
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5.1.4 C. rt c:bange attribute names 10 "MPDU _ Ma.'Cimum" and These seem to be the names that the PHY sections Solved by previous COIIIIDCIL 
Thoma "MPDU Minimum". have agreed 10 use. What does "minimum full size" 
S ' Delete "full" from the deacription of mean? 
Baumg MPDU Minimum. 
ar1n« ChanRe-to proper attribute names in Fiwre 5-4. 

5.1.4 C. t delete Fragmentation_ TbreshoId attribute. Rewrite Unnecessary complication in an already too complex AIxepI.ed. Putially agreea. 
Thoma Fragment ]ayload de&aiption in light of this c:bange protocol. The only use I know would be for PHY 10 aFragmeo1ai.on _ Tbresbold and aFragroc:m _Payload 
s know that its error rate is high so a smaller packet are tile same information with some aritbmetics, we 
Bawng could get through better. But tile MAC bas beleive that tile aFragJDIft _Payload should be 
IU1ner respomibility for making this decision and MAC removed. 

doesn't have to tell PHY it just sends smaller MPDU. 
Otherwise this number is always MPDU Ma.:<imum. 

5.1.4 David T See irnbeded conunents and annotations 1. Solved: S .1 .4 and 5.5 were re-edited on previous 
Bagby 1. FnlJllelltadonlReaJselnllly Oven1ew oommcnIs. 

2. Solved: MIB moved to section 7. 

Why do both 5.1.4 and 5.5 cover fragmentation? 3. Awcpted: aMSDU _ Size should be: is a fixed 

these two sections should be collapsed into a value and is defmed in section xxx 

single sectIon.[DBS] 4. AI:>ccpCcd: ChanBC description of 
Max _ Full_ MPDU to ''fixed vaIuc per PHY" 
S. Solved: aMinJull_MPDU has been removed as a : 

The process of partitioning. MAC Service Data Unit MIB Vuiable, see Wirn's COIJIIIIQIl above .. I 

(MSDU) into smaller MAC level frames, MAC 6. Solved: Fragmcm Payload a\ready deleted. 

Protocol Data Units (MPDUa), is defined as 7. Solved: Agreed on adding more detail on the 

fragmentation. Fragmentation is function of tile ... Lifetime values. 

source station. The process ofreoombining MPDUs 8. AI:>ccpCcd: Missing operators. EditoB should revisit 

into. single MSDU is defined as reassembly. with Rick (Editorial) 

Reassembly is a function of tile destination station. 9. AI:>ccpCcd: The whole section should be rewritten 
in lICdion S. S 

The following are the Management Information Base 
(MIB) attributes used by fragmeIItation. , 

the MIS variables specified In !his section are 
not In the MIS chapter. Update the MIB chapter 
to be consistent before draft can be 
forwarded.[DB9) 

aMSDU _Size: This attribute specifies the 
maximum size of a MSDU, in octets, 
supponed the 802. II MAC. This is a 
fixed value. 

i a reference to the value specified must be I 
I 

provided. 

I I 
JDB10)aMax]uU_MPDU: This 
attribr.U specifies tile maximum full size 
MPDU, in octets, that the attached PHY 

I can transmit and is PHY dependent. This 
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S.1.4 David 
Bagby 
cootinu 
alion 

Suhmission 

T 

the referenced fIXed value must be 
specified{DS11] 

aMin Full MPDU: This attribute 
specifies ~ minimum full size MPDU. 
in octets, that the attadIed PHY can 
transmit and is PHY dependent. This is a 
fixed value which I~ ~pecified for each 
PHY and can never be less than 5 J 2 
(check minutes was the floor value 
256?)forany802.JJ PHY.. 

the referenced fixed value must be specified 

[DB 12)aFragI1IICIIIbdjon_ Threehold: This 
atlr:ibute specifies the aurent maxinum 
size of a MPDU. in octets, that can be 
delivered to the PHY. An MSDU will be 
broken into fiagmeID if its size elWeeds 
the value oftbis attribute after adding 
MAC headers and trailers. The value of 
aFragnta1Iation _ Tbresbold mWit be leas 
than or equal to aMax1ull_MPDU and 
greater than or equal to 

-1 

aMin Full MPDU, The defauh value for 
this aiir:i~ IhaII be equal to 
aMax]ull_MPDU, 

4IFftptelll_Peylee8! "RIiB 6ltfi .. 
8peeili ........ 1Mt.8mYftlsSe efa 
MPI>Y hllllMlM; ill eslde. +he ".hte ef 
~8IIfth ..... ~ 
ar-rt .. 811 +hrealIehl.m- ~,...,.c 
-.~--...- .. "",. 
he IId_ MdlNilere. +he peyleMl efa 
a.gMeI1f aMIl M/ .. enB! 8d tltie attfta.1:e. 
Rev ..... .., aii.e efflle peyleee!MY Be 
1_ tlwt1his IIlIIihute 

This variable Is unneeded and confusing. At a 
minimum it must specify that this Is a calculated 
read only value and not a set-able mib variable. If 
It were set.tlle. It would then be posaIbIe to set 
both Mln_FuILMPDU and Fragment_Payload, 
resulting In an Inconstant state. As I believe that 
MIS variables shoutd be simply storage slots 
that are read and written. but that we should 
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• I • avoid trying to make a MIB calculate values to be • I I 

Submission 

read, the best this to do is to simply delete this 
variable from the spec as it is not needed. 

lD813}aMax _ Transmit _ MSDU _ Lifetim 
e: This attribute specifies the maximum 
amount of time allowed to transmit a 
MSDU. 

aTransmit MSDU Timer: This attribute 
is repli~ for eaCh MSDU being 
traDsmittod. It is a timer that starts on the 
~ to transmit the first fragment of 
the MSDU. If it exceeds 
&Max Transmit MSDU Lifetime than 
all miiaining fra8mems ~ discarded by 
the source station and no attempt is made 
to complete transmiBsion of the MSDU. 

aMax Receive MSDU Lifetime: This 
atlriblrte specifi~ the miximum amount 
oftimc allowed to receive a MSDU. 
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5.1.4 David T 
Bagby insuffICient description - measured starting 

oonlinu when? potentially all frames would fail this timer 

&lion as speced ... clarify or remove from draft. 

JOB 14JtRcceive_MSDU_Timer: This 
attribute is replicted for each MSDU 
being received. It is a timer that starts on 
the reception of the fiDt fragment of the 
MSDU. If it exceeds 
&Max Receive MSDU Lifetime than all 
receiv;' fra~ are discarded by the 
destination station. 

The attributes are illustrated in Figure 5-4 . 

.... 
MIIC ... DlMUtIII ...... 

1III!OU_1InfU4 .,......-_ .............. ___ ,._..-ou fI ........ _~ ... .1._--.. 
"...-_,..,...·., ...... _~. MIC ..... aT ... ... ........ T ....... _ ...... _ ...... ' ... .r--I_ ...... ___ p. ..... 
___ ".,.._WDJ_~,... 
.... __ cn-r-~ 

wc:. ___ o..1N..-v.8 

~' .. _WOIr-.. .. "'""l .... ""_'''_..vJ"~",,",,, 

-
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5.1.4 David T 
the text in the above diagram does not seem to 

I 

Bagby 
conlinu make any sense. I think that some inequality 

ation operators and possi~ some "it' statements are 
missing? Needs to be corrected before sponsor 
letter ballot. 

[OB1S~igure 5-4: MPOU and MSDU 
Definitions 

When a frame is received from the LLC with a 
MSDU size greater than 
aFragment]hresholdPeyleM. the frame must be 
fragmented. The MSDU is divided into MPDUs. 
Each MPDU is a fragmeot ',Ide a hMe !Jelly DO 

larg=- than aFragment _ ThresholdPwyleed. It is 
possible than any fragJnml may contain a frame lIMy 
smaller than aFragmenl_ ThresholdPwyleed. An 
illustration of fragmaltation is shown in Figure 5-
5.[OB16} 

-
I~ I I~ 

1:I{O-IM--m)I-ii;:m -, _. _. _. 
Figure 5-1: Fragmentation 

il 

5.1.4 Geiger T aMin_Full_ MPDU With all the overhead associated with sending any 1b.is variable W3S 

packet, I think. this attribute is kind of silly. I also removed ona previous 
can not think. of a singIe reason why this number can't commc:nt. 
be zero for all the PHYs unless some PHYs allow this 
number to be negative which might actually increase: 

througl ipUl 

5.1.4 MatIc t Patagraph referencing Omission of this addition will cause the MAC to Rewoding of .. lifetime .. has been reoorrunendo!d. 
Deman Max_Transmit_MSDUJifetime should read ..... discard all fragments of all MSDUs. 
ge remaining fragments ottbat MSDU are ... " 

5.1.4 Mark t Patagraph referencing Omission of this addition will cause the MAC to Rewoding of .. lifetime .. has '-0 recommended. 
Deman Max Receive MSDU lifetime should read ..... discard all fragments of all MSDUs. 
ge ~g fra~ of that MSDU are ... " 

5.1.4 McKo T para 3 et. seq.: supported > supported by. Also, clarity Done at dave's comment 
wn when is the value fixed - manufacturing time? spec 

writing time? association time? 
5.1.4 P. T Add value ranges for the A totaI mismatching of those values between Ag,eed thai more worit on .. .Iifetime is needed 

Brerme aMax Receive MSDU lifetime and different vendors may resuh with a large amounl of 
r MaxT~t MSDU Lifetime retransmissions. 

- - -
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S.l.4 Rick T Define the values or ranges for all the MIS Not defined. Agreeed 
White attributes or reference the MIB Section where all 

of the values and ranges must be defined. 
S.l.4 Rick T Figure 5-4 is missing some math symbols. The Revisit with editors (see Dave's~) 

White third line for the MAC should be corrected to 
"aMa>UuILMPOU _ aFragmentation_ Threshold 

aMin Full MPOU· 
S.l.4 Wim T The aFragmentatiOll_ Threshold needs to be rcdifincd The two MIB attributes aFragmentation _Threshold Fixed a1ready 

I Diepslr according to the current definition of and aFragJIlCIlt ]ayload are closely related, and are 
aten Fragment]ayload. The range of this threshold not bith needed. 

should be defined to be between aMin Full MPDU 
and aMAX Full MPDU· maximum -;ize MAC 
header and b-ailcis. 

S.l.4, Fischer E suggest adding the IV at the left end of the MSDU clearly illustrate how WEP applies over the whole 
figure ,Mike. and start offrame body offi-agment I, and adding MSDU, not to each fragment thereof 
SDS ICV at the right end of the MSDU and end offrame 

bodyof~4 
S.I.4, Fischer T chanee Osource slatioo 0 to . . g slationO The frame may require reDfragrnentation at ~ Destinatioo has aIteady bcco fWd by J 
III ,Mike. and Odestinatioo station<> to 6receiving station<> intermediate points along a distribution path from Hayes con:mcol 

paragra source statioo to destinatioo statiOIL The unit of 
ph distributioo is the MSDU, not the MPDU, so the 

assumption is that each AP will reassemble ToDS 
frames prior to invoking distribution service and 
(re)ftagment (ifnccessary) FromDS frames after 
receiving such frames from distribution service. 
1herefore, the relevant addresses are the T A and RA, I 

and the relevant stations are the transmitter and 
receiver over each instance of the WM. 

S.l.4, Fischer T Add sentences OThe value of aFragment ]ayload coosistency with a motion passed at the November, Agreed but in aFragmenl_ Th'cshoId instead of 
under ,Mike. shall be an even integer. The payload of each 1994 Plenary meeting aFragment _ Payload 
aFragJDe fragment. other than the final fi-agJned, sha\1 cootain 
01_ an even number of oc:tets.6 
Payload 

S.U Geiger E In section 3.2, the service primitives are defined as Consistency 
MA-UNIT _DATArequest and MA-

UNIT DATAindicatiOIL In sectioo S.U these 
primitiv;' are described as MA _OAT Arequest and 

MA DATAindicatiOIL 
!U.S Jim E Correct primitiw DUne. The primitive is MA-UNIT ·DAT A, not MA _OAT A 

Panian 

S.l.S Joe E Type and Control vaI.ues should be defined. 
Kubler 

S.U Marte e M_SDU should be MSDU 
Deman 
ge 

S.U Wim E Resolve inconsistencies between sections 3.2.1.2 & 
Diepslr 3.2.2.2 and sectioo S.U. 
aten 

S.U Bob T Correct psuedo-code and eliminate "111" Correct translations from service requests at the SAP Agreed 
O'Hara into signals driving the state machine and reporting 

its status are required. 
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s.u Uavid T FIN fo8lGwlR§ S901#Q_ R9B" a GIese {oe" te t See imbeded comments and annotations 1. 1npUIS' outputs - Agreed 
Bagby ~ &1119 IINI# tJl8A1 ,. RO MtliIIfIUIty-IR 2. ~seeBob·s 

~s",."",,"IRIe.CH9 
",.,tIRe slglNtle iIRII vlf;e WIN BeIJl[DB171 I 

The MAC Data Service shall translate MAC service 
requests from lLC into input~B181utilizcd 
by the MAC State MadJines. It shall also translate 
output~19Jfrom the MAC State Machines 
into service indications and confinnations to lLC. 
The translations are given below. I 

I 

The MA_DATArequestfrom LLC shall initiate one 
of the transmit cycles in the MAC State Machine. 
The psuedo-code below shall be used to translate this 
request into particular signal indications to the MAC 

I 

State Machine. 

Tx_data_req = {requested_service_class 
= async &. Icngth(MSDU) > 
RTS _threshold 

&. 
destination_address <> (broadcast 
I multicast) } 

Tx Jlroadcast _ req = { 

requested_service _class = async 
I &. destination_address = 

broadcast } 
Tx_multicasCreq = { 

requested_service _class = async 
&. destination_address = multicast 
} 

Tx _ unitdat.a _ req = { 

requested_service _class = async 
&. leugIh(M _SOU) < 
RTS_threshold} 

DA = { destination_address } 
Length = { lt3te _ factQr • ( 

length(MSDU) + Overhead) } 
Typc={m} 
Control = { m ) I what do the .'n7' signify here - clarify 

please.[DB20) 
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5.U Geiger T you can't WIe the parameter value leogth(MSOU) - The Length of the MSDU is not passed in the Already agJCCd.. 
where did it come from. What is a MA _ UNIT-OAT A indicate. There is 110 oIber way 

Iength(M_ SDU)m CWTeDtly defined to calculate the length unJess I 
Type-m missed 9OIIldhing. 

CooIroI=m Also n:soIve m 
MA _OAT Aconfumation should be 

MA _OAT Aconfinn per section 2.10 not 
confirma1ion. 

Wbats an M SOU? 
5.1.5 Geiger T In section 3.2, the only service primitives defined at Consistency Appan:nIJy then is 110 Confinnation OIl the LLC to 

the LLC-MAC SAP are MA_OATArequest and MAC iDIerface, so the transmission staIus should be 
MA _OAT Aindicate. In this section it is implied that removed. 

a MA OATAconfinn also exists. This service 
I 

primiti;e is missing form section 3.2 or should be 
deleted from this section. 

S.U Mark t Delete differaJl types ofTX_ XXX _ req are undefined Undefined cycles in the MAC state machine is The State Machine should be revisited. 
Deman in the MAC state machine. inappropriate for a standard. 
ge 

5.U Mark t TxJxoadcastJ eq and Tx_multicast req are Agreed 
Deman redundant. The TX MAC state machine should not 
ge differentiate these since • broadcast is in fact a 

special case of a multicast in which all destinations 
are Il'lembm; of the multicast group. 

5.U Riclc. T Resolve editor's comment. "hiddat text", edit« COIDIDCIIl. See Mari('s COIIIIIlCd 

White above 
5.l.5 Riclc. T Type and Control need to be defined Notdefmed. Agreed befOR. 

White 
5.U Tim T Remove: "Note a value ofzero is reserved. .. This section is incomplete. A service_class 1. The note should say zero is used when there is 110 

Phipps requestsR
• paramet« is required to distinguish different qualities aonncc:tion. 

of service (e.g. time-bounded, connectioo-orienled), 2. It seems that • service_class parameter is really 
rather than wing an artificial value of oonncction-id. ~ 

5.l.5-7 Simon T Delete these sections (or at least move them to The pseudo code here would seem to go with the This should probably be mo\~ to section 5.8 This is 
Blade section 5.8). incomplete and incorrect state machines. The MAC too dd.ailed for irdroductioo 

Data Service is actually defmed by the primitives in 
3.2. 

5.1.6 Geiger T Connection Control Service This section looks like notes to the editor or MAC The section seems ~ and should be clarified 
Delete this section cormnittee concerning some work which haso't been in 5.8 

done yet. There are no service primitives defined in 
section 3.2 for this service nor is there any peeudo-
code for the operation of the service. To provide 

connection services, i.e .. , services that use the 
contention free period, there 

5.1.6 Greg T Merge section into sublequem section Connectioo Control is one aspect of the MAC Moved to 5.8 
Ennis M~emer4 Service 

5.1.6 Riclc. T How is the Connection Control Service used? Is Not defined. Agreed this must be defined 
White it a Management service? This must be defined. 

5.1.7 Bob E Move to section 7 incorrect location 
O'Hara 

5.1.7 Geiger E Where is the SM _ MA_OAT Arequest service I can't find a service primitive definition for the 
primitive definition? Same COIIDIeIIts regmling primitive being discussed heie 
M _SOU and 1eogtI(M_ SOU) as in section S.l.5 

Type=m 
Control=m 
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S.1.7 Greg E Throughout sections, change "psu«Io" to "pseudo" oorTeet spelling 
i Ennis 

S.1.7 Joe E Type and ConIroI values should be defined. I 
Kubler 

S.1.7 Marl< e Paragraph referencing Receive _ MSOU _ Timer 
Deman should read" .. is replicated .. " 
ge 

S.1.7 Mark e M_SOU should be MSOU 
Deman 
ge 

S.1.7 David T The MAC Management Service shall translate a See imbeded cormnents and amotations Covered as in S.LS 
Bagby SM _ MA _OAT Arequcst from an external 

management entity as defmed in the following 
psuedo-<:ode. 

Tx_dataJeq = {requestectservicc_class 
- async &. length(M_SOU) < 
RTS_threshold 

&. 
destination_address <> (broadcast 
I multicast) } 

Tx _broadcast_ceq = { 
requested_service _class = 1L.'ync 

&. destination_address = 
broadcast } 

Tx_multicastJeq ~ { 
requested_servicc_c1ass = async 
&. destination_address = multicast 
} 

Tx _ unitdata _ceq = ( 

requested_service _class = async 
&. Iength(M_SOU) > 
RTS_threshold} 

OA = {destination_address } 
Length = { Rate Jactor • ( 

Iength(M _SOU) + Overhead ) } 
Type = { m} 
ConIroI = { m } I what do the "?77" mean - clarify or 

remove[DB21] I 

I The MAC Management Servicc shall translate 
signals from the MAC State Machine to 
SM_MA_DATAconfinnation as shown in the 
psued<HX>de below. 

transmission_status = { !TxJailed } 

[A16 sffQw#r# k fluaRlilH# wUMIHJ I 
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5.1.7 

5.1.7 

5.1.7 

5.1.7 

S.2 

S.2 

5.2 

5.2 

5.2 

5.2 

5.2 

Mark. 
Deman 
~ 
Marte 
Deman 
gc 

Ride. 
White 
Tim 
Phipps 

Sarosh 
Vesuna 

I Sarosh 
Vesuna 

Sarosh 
Vesuna 
Sarosh 
Vesuna 
Sarosh 
Vesuna 

A 
Bolea 
Bob 
O'Hara 

S' "mission 

T 

T 

The MAC Management Service sbaII translate 
signals from the MAC State MaclIine to 
SM MA DAT Aindicatioo as shown in the 
foll~i psuedo-c:ode. 

control = { type,control } 
destinalion _ address = { DA } 
soun:e _ address = { SA } 
M_SDU = {info_field} 
reception_status = { !(CRC _error I 

Format_error) } 
fRilti oIIl5a .Il9f114 JNI 1fUoIIIIIIe" willi life _.Mln AIRS I:MM 8all{DB23B 

Paragraph referencing 
Max Receive MSDU lifetime should read ..... -;. -"-=-~- oftW MSDU are ..... 
Tx_broadcast_req and Tx_muhicast req are 
redundUil The TX MAC state machine should not 
differentiate these since a broadcast is in fa.ct a 
BpCCial caao of a muhic:ast in which all destinatiOOl 
are memben of the muhicasl group. 
Resolve the two editor's comments. 

Remove this section. 

Omission of this addition will cause the MAC to 
discard all fragrnenls of all MSDUs including lOOse 
MSDU's which may be in ~eue for ~on. 

This section does not worlc. with the rest of the spec. 
There is no support within the frame formals for this. 
If this request and indicatioo are required. then 
additional QoS parameters will be required within 
data frames. 

Add the following serrt.ence after the words .. transmit This will claritY that the Virtual Carrier Sense can be 
the actual data frame". acheived even without a RTSfCTS. 
.. For stations & for all AP's that do not initiate an 
RTSfCTS sequence, the duration informatio is also 
available in all data frames." 

E Change text as folloWli in the 4th para of this section. I Editorial. Reads better. 
"aIIII also to stations that are possibly "hidden" 

E 

E 

from" 
"destinations" at the CDd of the fourth para is speh 
incomctI~ 
"sent" speh incomctIy in 7th para. 

E rep1ac:e "this" with "these" in para lOin the sentence 
., ... are always tran<mitted at one of these mandatory 
rates." 

E I Last sentence of 4th parapph. "Ilesdniations" is 

E 
spelled Incorrec.tlY. 
delete "where" from lut acntenc:e and begin new 
senteoce at "Retransmissioo". 

Editorial. 

Better usage. clarity. 

Page 18 of 52 

Covered as in 5. U 

Covered as in 5. U 

Covered as in S. U 

Partially agJoed, MAC Managc:mcd scrvKles do not 
1nIIIsIate to frames but somdihing should be dcfiDed 
ben: (aee 802.51) 

~ The paragraph should be rewritten to 
indicate that duratioo infonnatioo is canied 00 clara 
frames and ACKs as well 
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5.2 Bob E replace "dcstiniations" with "destinations". comet spelling 
O'Hara 

5.2 Bob E del.:te "especially" and last seaIence in sixth Too colloquial. 
O'Hara lJdl~i1j.!IL 

5.2 Bob E paragraph 10: replace "this" with "these", "will Better usage, clarity. 
O'Hara assure" with "ensures" and "on" with "in" 

5.2 C. e fowth paragraph second sentence should read "The bad grammar 
Heide: RTS and CTS &ames conlain a duration field which 

is the period of time ... ". 
5.2 C. e fourth p.:vagrapb, last sentence, replace spelling 

Heide "destiniations" with "destinations" 
5.2 C. e 10th paragraph, second sentence replace "this" with grammar 

Heide "these". 
5.2 I Geiger I E I This pu-ameter is a manageable object. .. change to I GoofY wording I I isa~~ect 

S.2 Joe E 10 paragraph, 2nd to last line "this mandatory" 
Kubler should be "these mandat~'fV" 

S.2 Mahan E Last paragraph: substitute "PHY rates" for "rates". Readability 
Y An additional advantage for RF PHY's is improved 

link margin It the low rates for these frame types. 
This mav imorow probability of reception 

S.2 Renfro E Modify tint sentence to ranove the reference to Simply not true. FH PHY CCA requirements do not 
dissimilar PHY s. require any courtesy to DS PHY. 

Change '1!CfId' in 7th paragnph to 'sent' 
Change 'this' in next to laslllCllfence of 10th 

to 'these'. 
5.2 Rick E 117: Correct "RTS_ Threshold" to "a 

White RTS Threshokt' 
S.2 Tom E In Seventh paragraph replace 'should be.smd' with 

T. 'should be sent'. 
In last paragraph replace '()IlC of this mandatory 
rates' with 'on of the mandatory rates'. 

5.2 C. t 10th paragraph, support of multiple rates should be muhiple rate support breaks (1) the virtual carrier Multirates: Postponed for later discussion. 
Heide ranoved. _ mechanism when data transactions do not use 

RTS/CTS, which is optional; (2) the power 
management mecIWJism (section 7.2); and (3) the 
synct.ooization (section 7.1) mecfwtisms. All of 
these meclwJisms are based on ST As interpreting 
information they hear in other ST A's frames, which 
cannot be accomplished ifST As are communicating 
at multiple rates. 

5.2 C. t Add paragraph discussing the effect of the RTS/CTS Presently it sounds as if there are l1WIy times that ALx:epted. Please provide text. 
Thoma mechanism as regards to overlapping BSA's on same RTS/CTS mechanism isn't needed. If the overlapping 
s channel. situation is discussed it will become clear that 
Baumg RTS/CTS is much more useful. This is perfect 
artner example of a situation that MUST be simulated to 

ddcnnine the effect. We can't approve standard 
without knowing what happens. Might fmc! that 
RST/CTS is mandatory for adequate performance. 
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S.2 David T The basic medium IICCCSS protocol is a Dislributed See imbeded IXlIIIIIIIlII1s and annotations 1. Aa:eptcd Compatible inIIead of similar and 
Bagby Coordination Functioo (DCF) that aUows for dissimilar. 

automatic medium sharing between 2. Aa:eptcd DcIde ~small" 
compatible6imilar aM lli!6imihw[DB24] PHY s 3.EditoriaI chmges 
through the use ofCSMAICA (Carrier Sense 4. Multiple Rates - Postponed to later discussion. 
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) and a 
random backofftime following a busy medium 
condition. In addition, all directed traffic \IlleS 

inunediate positive acknowledgements (ACK frame) 
where retransmission is adteduled by the sender if no 
ACK is received. 

The CSMAlCA protocol is designed to reduce the 
collision probability between multiple stations 
aa:essing a medium, at the point where they would 
most lilc.ely occur. Just after the medium becomes 
free following a busy medium (as indicated by the 
CS function) is when the higllest probability of a 
collision occurs. This is because multiple stations 
could have been waiting for the medium to become 
available again. This is the situation where a random 
badc.off urangemenl is needed to resolve medium 
cont.eotioo conflicts. 

Carrier Sense shall be performed both through 
physical and virtual mechanisms. 

The virtual Carrier Sense mechanism is achieved by 
distributing medium busy reservation information 
through l1li exchange of special ~(RTS and CTS, 
fmedium reservation) frames [DB2SJprior to the 
actua1 data frame. The RTS and CTS frames contain 
a duration field for the period of time that the 
medium is to be reserved to transmit the actua1 data 
frame. This information is distributed to all stations 
within detection range ofboth the transmitter and the 
receiver. so also to stations that are possibly "hidden" 
from the transrnitta- but not from the receiver. This 
scheme can only be used for directed frames. When 
multiple destiniations are addressed by 
broadcastImul&ast frames, then this mechanism is 
not used. 
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5.z David 
Bagby 
oontinu 
atiQII 

T It can also be viewed as a Collision Detection 
mechanism; &ecause the aduaI data frame is only 
transmitted when a proper CTS frame is received in 
response to the RTS frame; this result.Mg in a fast 
detectiQII of a collision if it ()(:WI'S on the RTS. 

Suhmission 

[DB26]However the additiQII of these frames will 
resuh in extra overhead, which i&-especially 
impactssBllllillelUle feHbort data frames[DB27]. 
Also since all stations will likely be able to hear 
traffic from the AP but may not hear the traffic from 
all stations within a BSA, its use may be benificial 
for inbound traffic only. 

Therefore the use of the RTSICTS mechanism is 
under control ofRTS Threshold attribute, which 
indicates the payload length under which the data 
frames should be sent4[DB28] without any 
RTS/CTS prefix. 

This parunder is a manageable object and can be set 
011 a per station basis. This mechanism allows 
stations to be configured to use RTS/CTS either 
always, never or only 011 frames longer then a 
specified payload leogth. 

Although a statioo can be configured not to initiate 
RTSICTS to transmit ita frames, every statiQII shall 
respond to the duration informatioo in the RTS/CTS 
frames to update its virtuaJ Carrier Sense mechanism, 
and respond with a proper CTS frame in response to 
an addressed RTS frame. 

'IlIa _is Iftedi_ ISBell! !"BtBssl alls'll's fer 1116fi_ 
5IIppei4Mg dii'ePeftt Nt sr .. teele Bee_.me it! 
lIIBhie oretIlly the r.t !:hat all 8Ielt_ 81 e ~ Ie 
N ahle 'e _it, .. M')' iwM _Bitted 811 • g;.·1ft 
set efMle8; M.d 1ft. lie aIIle Is IMniImit at (ell .. ) 
BII.8 Bflheee ..... Adl MIlIU~ BN.dalM aM 
bentral ___ ERTS., CT8 end ACK) 8118 aI'N~ 
trallI!Illded It _ BrIM _d.,.,. .... +hie Nt sf 
, .. isbe .. JJiIl ..... that the 'HlWal e ...... ~"I 
Meehalli_ lle8"1I,1I _a ..... will alill "eftE 811 
_IUtlle!'Me BiiYitSIlftMl'lle. [DB29] 
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S.2 Geiger T ReitlOYe the usage ofRTSICTS in the standard Apple Computer supplied the committee with a Postponed to later discussioo.. 
statement which indicated that the RTSICTS 

reservation mecbanism may infringe upon a specific 
patent. Apple bas never submitted 8ll'J licensing 

statement reprding the use of 8ll'J of their pateoIed 
technology which might appear in the Standard. 

S.2 Geiger T all stations are required to be able to receive any No station is required to receive data at higher bit R.ejedcd. We feel that this does DO( ot.\ClCSUrilt ~ 
frame transmitted on a given set of rates. rates than the basic rate of the ass except in the IR that the given act oodains more than one rate, (could 

PHY. be clarified by adding "(BASIC _RATE _ SEl)" 
This is not true! The wording of this paragraph needs to be changed to 

not mislead implcmentors in to thinking that all 
PHY s require all rates to be suppolted 

S.2 Mahan T Sixth paragraph: Delele Statement that RTS CTS Reflects a bias that does not belong in the text. This Al;ccpted 
y may be beneficial for inbound traffic only. mechanism is of value when multiple access points 

are within range of one another in IR systems, or in 
some cases in OS or FH systems. Let individual 
implementers make this ;".1. .-. 

5.2 Rick T 11 4: Change to "The RTS and CTS frames Ac:cepted.. "defines !be period of time until !be end of 
White contain a duration field that defines fef the period the ACK" 

of time that the medium is to be reserved ton 
transmit the actual Data frame and ACK· 

S.2 Tim T Rep/Qce: "Therefore the uae of the RTSICTS The threshold applies to MPDUs, i.e. to the Acccptcd 
Phipps mechanism ... prefix" with: individual fragments following fragmentation. This 

is consistent with the use of the duration field within 

"The use of the RTS/CTS mechanism is under the RTS/CTS which apply to the fir.;t fragment only. 

control of the RTS _Threshold attribute. If the Subsequent DATAl ACK frames carry updated NA V 

payload length of an MPDU is not less than this information and aci as the I'eiIerVIltion mechansm for 

threshold, the MPDU will be sent fonowing an following frames. 

RTS/CTS exclwlge." 

S.2. Fischer T The NAV is updated by Duration fields in all frames, correctness, consistency Solved by SaI'IlIIh COIIIIDCIIl 
S.2.2 ,Mike. not just RTS and CTS frames. This needs to be 

updated wherever references solely to RTS/CTS 
appear. Among such places are the 4th paragraph of 
S.2 and the sole of S.2.2. 

S.2.1 Be1ang E "Physical Carrier Sense Mechanism see aectioo 8 ..... Section 8 does not define how Carrier Sense 
8.x er should be deleied information is conveyed to the MAC. 

or 
Section 8 should describe more explicitly how CCA 
information is passed to the MAC. 
Section 8 should explicitly state that the START OF 
ACTIVITY indication and ENJ).()F-ACTIVI1Y 
indications are used for CCA 

S.2.11 Bob T replace fourth paragraph with "A destination ST A Current language is difficult to undemand and ~ note Ihal the whole section has to be 
O'Hara shall reject a frame which has the Retry bit set in the ambiguous. revisited by the editon. 

Frame Control field as a duplicate if the received 
Dialog Token matches the most recently received 
Dialog Token from the source ST A. which is kept in 
a local cache. The size of the cache may be limited. • 

5.2.1 Rick T There is no information in Section 8 that address Accepted, mis.-;ing information in sedion 8. 
White how physical carrier sense in conveyed to the 

MAC. This must be corrected. 
--
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5.2.10 Bob E delete boxes around text and make into a list 
O'Hara 

S.2.10 C. e second line of the first 3 boxes should say "than" 
Heide instead of "iheo" 

5.2.10 C. e the third box detiDes "free" to be "no NAC or no cs· 
Heide • this definition applies to the first two boxes too. 

5.2.10 I Geiger I E I I think that medium free should be de8a"ibe first I Clarity I J before launching into the p&CUdo code 
5.2.10 Jim E Specify with TI and T3 are started relative to the The standard does not speci1y when the timers TI 

Panian startlend ofRTS, CTS. &; T3 are started. 
5.2.10 Tom E In the first three blocks change word 'then' to 'than' 

T. in senlence 'If medium is free longer then DIFS .. . .' 

Either remove '(No NAV and no CS)' &om third 
block or add to the first two as well. 

Replace last line offourth block with: 

Rdum a CTS &arne one SIFS period 
after the end of the RTS. 

5.2.10 A. T In fust block, IICUing a timer Tl in response to aRTS Rej¢cted. 
Bolea is inoon'ed. This should be removed from the true ALloepting the COIIIIDCds will break the protocol, 

part of the IF statement. In addition, the second block cr-eatiog poIISible deadlock situatioos. 
also needs to be removed. the second 00IJIIDCIIl will defeat the whole purpose of 

the RTSICTS. 
In first block: false part oflF statement, the CTS 
should be returned after a SIFS period regardless of 
the NAV orCS. 

5.2.10 C. t In rules for receiving station If RTS frame detected CTS is returned without regard to medium state rejected. 
Thoma after ELSE change to "Return a CTS frame after Breaks the Virtual Carrier Sense. 
s SIFS" 
Baumg 
artner 

5.2.10 David T p:lHMelfwe ReI " •• " fNIIMfl fw NCwaoy. See imbeded oommentI and annotatiOllll Editorial 
Bagby PlN88 "'8M. .5$[DB3OH 

The following rules need to be applied when 
transmitters WJe the OCF Asyncbronous Services. 

(1.."",888 "'.8 fhw.,., 11 .. " R eIKHII4 
h SfIKIIMfR J5S} 

{~S" aA spetN#lefl: 

Tt: CTS_,*"S8ut 

R: ACK_tlMuut 

~[DB311 
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Submission 

When transmitting a unicast MPDU using RTS/CTS 
exchange: 

If medium is free longer then mFS, then 
transmit RTS. 

Else defer until DIFS gap is 
detected, and go into back.off. 

IfCTS is received within Tl after RTS, 
then transmit the DATA after SIFS. 

Else go into 
Retransmit _ Back.off. 

If Ack not received within T3 then go 
into ReIJ'amrnit _ Back.off. 

When transmitting a unicast MPDU without the 
RTS/CTS exchange: 

If medium is free longer then DIFS, then 
transmit OAT A 

Else defer until DIFS gap is 
detected, and go into back.off. 

If Ack not received within T3 then go 
into Retransmit_ Back.off. 

When transmitting a BroadcastIMulticast MPDU: 
Ifmedium free (No NAV and no CS) 

longer then DIFS, then transmit DATA 
Else defer until DIFS gap is 

detected, and go into back.off. 

The following rules need to be applied by receiving 
stations: 

IfRTS frame is detected but station is not 
the destination, Then: 

Update the NA V with the 
Duration information and start a Tl timer. 

Else 
Return a CTS frame when 

medium free (no NAV and no CS) after SIFS. 

IfTl timer expires, and CS is not active 
at that time, then clear the NA V. 

IfCTS frame is detected Then: Update 
the NAV with the Duration information. 

If station is the destination of a unicast 
DATA frame, Then: 

~nen CRC was correct. 
{DB32] 

Transmit Atk after SIFS 
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5.2.10 Geiger T IfCTS is received within Tl after RTS, then transmit ~ to figwe 5-9, Tl is the time from the eod ~ 
the DATA ofa RTS to the start of DATA Isn't it realIyTl-Gl In the receiving slalioos T1 IIIlISl be changed to TI. 

as with the ACK description and T3. In addition, it ADd TI should be described in some place. 
looks to me that the NAV is calculated from the eod 

ofCTS. not the start of where data 
5.2.10 Joe T algorithm should iUustrate how ack is protected in in a busy network, the number- of mislIed acks could ~eded. 

Kubler transmit case 2 by setting duration to protect the ack get quite large without this. it really adds no cost to Probably missundcntood the use Tl. Probably oced 
and in receive case I, T1 sbould be set to duration to bandwidth since (as fig S-13 shows) other stations to add a paragraph explaining the Tl (now (2) timer. 
protect ack before station senses DIFS should defer until after a DIFS following the ack. 

This would still allow the use of short directed frames 
even in BSAs that are using RTS/CTS in an efficient 
manner 

S.2.1O Renfro T For receiving stations, ifRTS is detec1ed but receiver Rejected. See above COiiIIDC:ds. 
is not destination station, NA V should be updated but 
Tl timer should not be set. If receiver is destination 
station, it should return CTS after SIFS even if 
medium is not free. 

Sec:ond receive block which stales '1fT I timer 
expires, and CS is not active at that time, then clear 
NAV' is wrong. This defeats the purpose of having a 
NA V. If all stations always hear CTS after RTS then 
NAVis a waste of effort. 

5.2.10 Rick. T What is the purpose of the DCF Pseudo code Aa:cpced Rmlove the whole section (improve SlIde 
White when there are state machines later in the draft. MadIines to rcOect this information) 

Previous IlOIDJIeds in this aection should be 
disreprdcd 

5.2.10 Rick. T The Pseudo code Is not complete. It does not Solved. By previous 00IIIIiICiL 
White reflect anything dealing with fl'llgmentat\on. Must 

be resolved. 
S.2.10 IwCil E It will be helpful to clarifY the fragmentation process 
orS.S Yao Appro by including it in the I'3cudo Code presented here. 

ve 
5.2.11 All COIJ'IiDaU require to update the IIeClion 

This is lIOlved by IKlCCpling Tan Pbippa (170) • 
nmoving the 1ast 3ICdcoCe ofthc 5th ~ The 
size ofthc Cache is impIemcnla1ioo dccisi<Jn. 

S.2.1I bdobyn E Eliminate references to a hub function. 
s 

5.2.11 Bob E replace "MPDUID" with "Dialog Token" 
O'Hara 

5.2.11 Bob E replace "ID" with "Dialog Token" 
O'Hara 

5.2.11 Bob E delete the third paragraph no longer oorrect, definition is in section 4 
O'Hara 

5.2.11 Jeff E What is the definition of the hashing algorithm 
Racko defined in the 3rd paragraph? 
will 

5.2.11 McKo E this language refers to frames; it should refer to oversight 
wn fragrocnts 
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S.2.11 Tom E R~ MPU ID tlw-ougbout this section with 

N~'" _ """"' .. - ""6 .,'" .. d ......... n I 
T. 'Dialog Token'. 

T 
Replace third paragraph with: frames there is no need to Iwh this value as it is 

I 
always tied to the source address of the sending ST A 

I The Dialog Token is a 12 bit sequence number which is unique. 
maintained by the source STAThis number is 

E incremented before &ending the next new MPDU. 
An FCS erronot the same as this would cause a retry 

Replace last three words of paragraph five with: a from the source. Mistaking a frame as a duplicate 
I 

max retry event. causes a discard of an acknowledged frame. 

S.2.11 Wim E This section need to be updated to reflect the current This section still describes the MPDUID consept. 
Diepstr frameformat situation. 
&ten 

5.2.11 A T All references to MPDU ID should be replaced with 
Boles Sequence Control. 

Second Paragraph and Third paragraphs should be 
deleted. 
Question: Do we need to specify the depth of the 
Cache of previous messages? 

5.2.11 bdobyn T MPDU ID is no longer a field This section should 
8 refer to sequence number, as defmed in section 

4.1.2.4 
5.2.11 bdobyn T "MPDU _ ID _CACHE Bball keep the last X MPUD 

s II),s on a FIFO ... " Need to ~ X. 
5.2.11 bdobyn T Should specify upper and lower bounds on 

s permissible "MPDU _ ID _CACHE" depth, rather than 
a single value. 

5.2.11 C. t How does the duplicate detection method work. in there is no such thing as an MPDU ID according to 
Heide light of the fact that there is no such thing as a section 4. I 

MPDUID. 
5.2.11 C. t change to " ... shaIl keep the last 100 MPDU IDs ... " Need a number and 100 seems likely to be adequate 

Thoma compromise between accuracy and memory needs. 
s But open to other opinions. 
Baumg 
artner 

5.2.11 C. t get together with frame format authon and have MPDU ID field not in frame now according to 
Thoma them include MPDU ID field Section 4. Becawle this feature is meant to be 
s duplicate detection by the receiving ST A why not 
Baumg just have the receiving ST A calculate this ha. ... 
artner instead of sending it over the precious bandwidth. 

Needs some more work. since the source address is 
not in some frames. 

S.2.11 C. t correct the description of the 16 bit hash. What is the Not clear how to implement from current description 
Thoma 2 octet Network. ID field? The Sequence Field is 2 I s octets; assume that they want first 12 bits of this 

I 
Poawng field 

i artnef" 
5.2.11 David T See imbeded cormnents and annotations 

Bagby 2. DupUc:ate DetecUon utd Recovery 

Since MAC·level acknowIcdgsnents and I 
I 

retransmis.qions arc incoroomted into the protocol. i 
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Submission 

more than oace. Such dupliade frames shall be 
fihered out within the destination MAC. 

Duplicate frame filtering is facilitated through the 
inclusion of Q Sequence ControlM. MPDlI ID field 
within the individual &ames of aD MPDU, iBellMliBg 
lBe PAT!. Mil ACK ~ r-ee ,/hi. tie pelt 
erllle 981fta HPPY Mall ha'Ja the nan 19. aed 
Dtlifferent MPDUs will (with a v«y high 
probability) have a diffcn:nt sequence controllw. 
The sequence control field Is defined in section 4. 

+he MP9U.m ie. Ie hit t.JIt eflhe l ede( 

~j~ 'eriE W Hela,' 881ft 88_ ~ ... II I I 
a_at ~ .. eftee fu. Bhe, lMf:tM:ioetIlty t:he !Ie. ee 
8TA The haMing efdti!! iBfef'lMli8a _8 a _II. 
fi eld ,.1111_ e·wl!e.a, p814iilltlll'ly ·HiIhitIl£K 
.4ioem-. 

(I4asII algeRthirl slJeukille fIe"fHJII. IE$J 

[DB33~8ft 8TA !!MIl NjEIIIII fioMIe whtclt 
'-the D;TR¥ hit IIIIl ill the OONTIWb field 118 II 

liltl'l.ieaH ifit _i'lee _ vAliehJnliehee • '..allie ef 
resenl MmY .me lu", in 1M ~QlPU _11)_ O£U8. 
The MPPU JI) _ O£Ul; ahaIl kMp the I. X 
MPUP JB8 ea I RFQ _ ie fer lite puI1Ieee ef 
~"'sell oith lite !Ileal .-Ill MPQY IP. 

f OG W&RSSlife speGllyt/M fIept#Ief,,*, 
IMIQU 19 CACHe fg a;lIIev. 
~~1J1/ll)t'n7 ~; If_I, 4eR't 
-~ • • '5Sl 

There is the 9IIIAl1 poaibility that a frame will be 
improperly rejected due to lIIIIIh-a 8eqll.ence conrrol 
matdt; however, this ocaureoce would be rare and 
would simply resuh in a lost fi'ame similar to an FCS 
error. 

Destination ST A8 shall ped"orm the ACK procedure 
even if the frame is subsequently rejected due to 
duplicate filtering.[DB34] 
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5.2.11 Fischer T This paragraph is totally out of data with the current correctness, consistency with motions passed since 

,Mike. MAC. The duplicate detettion using MPDU ID was March. 1994· 
eliminated by decision at the July, 1994 Plenary 
meeting. the current IIdIeme was adopted at the 
November. 1994 plenary meeting. but this paragraph 
seems to have been overlooked. I recommend that 
materia1 from document 941290 (or 941254A, which 
has a clearer description, but must be adapted for the 
November 1994 compromise reflected in 941290) be 
used to I'CJIlace this sectiooOs text. 

5.2.11 Geiger T MPDU ID is not a defined field in section 4. I Either delete the MPDU _ ID for the sequence Nuniler 
suspect thiS field is now the Sequence Number field. field or the Sequence Number field for the 

MPDU ID field. 
5.2.11 Geiger T Define X MPDU ID Don't know what this means 

5.2.11 Greg T Replace paragraphs 2 through 4 with algorithm MPDUID 1\0 longer present 
Ennis based upon the current frame format 

5.2.11 Iwen T It is indicated that the MPDU ID is generated based 
Yao Appro on a hashing algorithm while the specifIC hashing 

ve is not specifed. 
5.2.11 Joe T all but the first paragraph should be replaoed to MPDU ID is gone. replaoed with sequence conIrol 

Kubla- reflect usage of sequence COIdroI field. The following field 
could be used:Duplicato frame fiJtering is facilitated 
through the inclusion of a sequence control field. All 
&agmcnta of an MSDU will have the _ dialog 
token which the station will only incRmaIt for new 
MSDUs sent on the llOUf"»odestiDlfion pair. The retry 
bit wiD be set wheoevec a data MPDU is 
retranamitted becauIe the trInImittcr of the MPDU 
failed to receive an ACK. 

5.2.11 101m. T The MPDU _ID _CACHE aball keep the last This value is cum:ntly undefined. The proposed 
Hayes (MSDUIMPDU _ minimum)·3 on a FIFO basis for value accouts the the maxinum nwnber offragmem.s 

the purpoee of conparuon with the most recent for a given PHY for 3 MSDU transfCl"S. 
MPDU ID. 

5.2.11 Marte. t MPDU ID is not defined ill the frame formats section. This description is not consistmt with the frame 
Deman formats sec:t.ion. This mechanism was removed from 
ge the frame formats and needs to be removed from this 

. point ill the documcm. 
5.2.11 Rcn&o T Entire sectioo needs to be updated to reflect recent 

changes. MPDU ID is not current terminology. 
5.2.11 Rick. T The MPDU 10 field is no longer part ofthe Holdova- from earlia- draft. 

White Frame. 
5.2.11 Rick. T Duplicate detection Is facilitated through the use Not through the use ofMSDU ID 

White of the Sequence Control field 
5.2.11 Rick T This section must be rwwrttten to reflect the use 

White on the Sequence Control field for duplicate 
detection. 
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5.2.11 Tim T Replace entire :section with: The old text made reference to the MPDU-ID. This 
Phipps replacemeut text retains the old meaning in the 

Since MAC-level acknowledgments and context of the new frame formats. 

retransmissions are incorporated into the protocol, 
Note, alternative and more efficient schemes (e.g. there is the possibility that a frame may be received 

more than once. Such duplicate frames shall be using the fact that the sequence is an incrementing 

fihered out within the destination MAC. sequence) may be possible. 

Duplicate frame filtering is facilitated through the 
Should this section require that :some duplicate 
detection mechanism is required, but not prescribe 

inclusion of a dialog token (consisting of a sequence the details? 
number and fi-agmmt number) field within DATA 
and MANAGEMENT &ames. MPDUs which are 
part of the same MSDU shall have the aame sequence 
number, and diffen:ol MS.DUs will (with a very high 
probability) have a different sequence number. 

The sequence number is generated by the 
transmitting station as an incrementing sequence of 
numbers. 

The receiving station shall keep a cache of recently-
received <source-address, sequenco-number, 

, fragment-number> tuples. 

[Hash Illgorlt1tm should be defined. JES} 

A destination ST A shall reject a frame which has the 
RETRY bit set in the CONTROL field as a duplicate 
if it rcoeives one which matd!es both soun:e-address, 
sequence-number and ftagment-number in the cache . 
The cache shall keep the last X tuples on a FIFO 
basis for the JlUIIIOIIe of comparilIon. 

[ DCJ we need to specify the depth of the 
MPDU-,D_CACHE to KhIeve 
/nteropetabIIIty?? Impl/atlon: If not. don't 
overspeclfy. JES} 

There is the small possibility that a frame will be 
improperly rejected due to such a match; however, 
this 0CCUITCIICe would be rare and would simply 
result in a lost frame similar to an FCS error. 

The Destination ST A shall perform the ACK I 

procedure eVeR if the frame is subsequently rejected 
due to duplicate filtering. 

5.2.11. P. E Rewrits: the paragraph for the new frame formats. There is no MPDUID any more! 
Br-enne 
r 

- - - - -----
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5.2 . .-.: All commenIs require this station to be moved to 
somewhere else. 

5.2.12 

5.2.12 

5.2.12 

5.2.12 

5.2.12 

I Wim 
Diepstr 

laten 
1 Bob 

O'Hara 

I C. 
Heide 

C. 
Thoma 
s 
Baumg 
artner 
David 
Bagby 

S.,1-onission 

E 

T 

T 

Change section title to: 
"Fast Response 00 a Poll Control frame." 
and deletethe last scnt.c:noe. 

Delete this section. 

remove this section. 

Need to define how the NAV update wOlb in this 
paragraph. 

OJ, F1IIIt Rre,e_ P .... ~ 
[1=he felh~'niftg ~h shell.I" ~ dis_.11 11-)' ihe 
&fIl'Ip. JESjJoleN thM ." .. ehl! Ae.lt i_. iI ill 
alee peeeilliele diree4ly _18Iftil tIM, _"MIN ivtIe 
1IaeI( Ie file ~ efthe Nee""" iame.1liis 
"'8\111:1.1181/' . ,I .. err.. tm,1 ... ...s8ft8;: "'hi. 
8elthl fiw _UaBI dileelly reepeoo le8 Pell ivtIe 
NiIh 1M ftIIIII-- geIe htB.e i_I( · .. mlll:; iflttII'i!I 
Melli .. "_ aei!fts .... ledged II)' 8ft AS! W-. 

Aftefher .'!M!Ple ill ifI the Cull'lMiell FNU (CF) 
pefte&, \.~_ SEi_ usp BII" Ie 8 POY IIi1 ill MMIS 
aemill~ &em file AD,[DB35] 

This description relates to the possibility that an AP 
can directly send the Data within SIFS following the 
Poll frame, or should Ack the Poll frame when the 
stored data has not yet been queued for transmission. 
This possibility is listed in section 4.3. 

This is already define in sectioo 4.3 

there can be some well defmed instances (such as 
during the CF) where fast responses used, but 
allowing it as carte blanche as this section does is to 
open to abuse. Two ST As could seize the clwmel for 
a long transaction. Also, it destroys the NAV 
mechanism. 
Definitioo of operation needed 110 that it is not abused 
while still claiming compliance 

See imbeded comments and annotations 
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This mecbanism is used 00 the Power Saving Poll 
mechanism only, so this probably belODg:l to section 
5.2.3. Clarifying that this comidcn only Powa
Managemnd POll. 
Remove last scnt.c:noe. 

Change POLL to Power Managcmcnl POLL 
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-I 5.2.12 Fischer T Replace tit1e with: OFast Response 0perati0n0 replace worcls which sound like they are wmodified 

,Mike. Replace text with: Din certain cases a response is since before the adoption of the DFWMAC proposal 
transmitted directly by the recipient of a frune, into the draft standard in November 1993 
obviating the need for a separate ACK transmission. 
This occurs when responding to a PowerSave Poll 
control frame at Ul AP which has buffered traffic for 
the station which transmitted the PowerSave Poll. 
Another instance where ACK transmissions do not 
occuc is during the cont.eotioo free bun;t, when the 
acknowledgements are illdicated in the subtype of the 
subscQueut CFDData frIIme.6 

5.2.12 McKo T 802.11 must decide: do we care that a single duplex ovenigbt 
wn video link, executed with "fast response capability," 

would lock out all other U9C1'S? 
5.2.12 P. T ClarifY that the "fast response" is allowed only for It may be misunderstood in such a way that two 

Brenne POLL frames. stations could keep exchanging frames without 
r releasin~ the mediwn 

5.2.12 Renfro T This must either be part of the standard or not. This 
is the kind of thing which can resuh in loss of 
. -Lility based upon specific implementation. 

5.2.12 Rick T This section should be removed. Fast response in not discussed my way else in the 
White draft and does not satisfY the basic ~ 

mechanism. 
5.2.12. Mahan E Change Heading to "Fast IUspoose" Possible hnplies Ul Option 

V 

5.2.12. Fischer T Seaion should be deleted, unlC88 all instances of this D 1 is very vague in the use of the behaviOf" dc!scribed 
ma:Fas exchange can be conc:reely described. in this section. 
t 
Respon 
se 
Possibi 
litv 

5.2.13 . Removing section will aJBWCi" to all COIJJIDeds. 

5.2.13 Greg E This Seaion should be removed 802.11 does not IIIpport DTBS 
Smith 

5.2.13 Joe E delete entire section. DTBS is gone. 
Kubler 

5.2.13 John E Remove section 5.2.13 OTBS was decided against during the November 
Hayes plenary meeting. 

S.2.13 Mahan E Delete Reference to User Classes, replace with This is new concept here 
y estAblished tenninolollY. 

S.2.13 McKo E delete reference to distributed time-bounded SClVice ovenight 
wn 

5.2.13 A T Not clear to me what this paragraph is trying to say. I 
Bolea think it should be either clarified or deleted. 

5.2.13 
:ClAng I T The entire section should be removed. We have a Time Bounded Service that uses the Poinl 

Coordination Function. The MAC should only 
specifY one teclmique. The priority signaling 

I 
mechanism that would be required to implement this • 
oorrectly has never been defmed and accepted by the I , conunjnee. 
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S.2.u Bill 
Hulm 

T DTBS sbould be removed ftom the draft. There was insufIicieol support for any oflhe 
distributed time bounded servM;e proposals put 
forward at the meetings. This mechanism and all 
refer-eooes to it should be removed. Additionally, 
there is defmition for a poinl coordinated time 
bounded service making the DTBS service 

5.2.13 

5.2.13 

S.2.13 

c. 
Heide 

c. 
Thoma 
5 

Baumg 
artner 
David 
Bagby 

Submission 

t 

T 

remove this section 

Add STATEMENT that this section is a general 
description of a service to be defined fully for actua1 
imp1mentation at a later date 

4. DbtrfMtM T'-e &.MIN Sen1ce 
(DTBS) 

The cmtee has consiatentIy voted against 
support for a DTBS, therefore the vestiges of 
that effort must be remcMId from the draft. A 
piece of functionality with only partial definition 
and insuffICient cmtee support can not exist in a 
draft forwarded for 8pOnSOr ballot.[DB36] 

M ._ QiMpj"'-1ed'Mm. 88111111ed g .... " 
(I>'r8B) _y M ~lI8ed IIlI the 88_. ___ 1118de 

MAQ ~'81I"'8,,;ded 8y the 9C¥. 9:r8g _ M 
_~ .. a "beel ..... ~81I"'8,,;diBs 
~81t1.d __ it dela) _ delay 'illiemJe. 

D:rR8 PIIEI"_. ~ 18 IMp "flY8fJled 
Qwelily erS'" EQa8) eI'Ile eMftllel a8 B 188 

""arMy. QeS,..~ in.lllde INIlllit del,) . delay 
'JIll'iIl'M, __ pnBl'ily. lfthe MAC 8 .... 81 _ 
daes 1181 ellpliaitl, IJWe Qe8 ~ the M .... C 
8 .... 88 1"'8'lidor eMlI _ defeltlt • .. Iltee. "M£ 
!leMae..,._ that _at M se&iafied _ rejeeIM 
~· lfte "Y,C !lePYiee 1"'8.,., 411l1li 8\ Billing 
.-•• --1 __ .1 _.1:": __ _ 

I:)TB8 _11181 that the "V.£ 8.Yiee l"'8,,;des 
m.lliliple hi-..ehieelly il!tI .... 8IIenIIe'lel8 ef __ 1 
lee. prien.,.. Hi __ eel indepMdeftee M_ 
..... _. !-. ___ ! __ t __ ...I. &:.. .. 

(I) the 3rd paragraph says that "DTBS assumes that 
the MAC Service provides multiple hierarchical 
independent levels of channel access priority. " TIfE 
OCF does not do this. 
(2) this section appears to say that if data is not sent 
within a certain time it will be discarded. This could 
be called a time bounded service, but by this 
definition throwing away all of a user's data meets 

the requiremeut.. 
There is not a complete enough definition to allow 
for compliance testing 80 we need to add this 
warning. 

See imbcded comments and annotations 
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5.2.13 David 
Bagby 
continu 
ation 

Submission 

T 

~ 

&9A'~6 to a 6OCOIN 6e"eI_~ iIf aRIel' to 
fHO\<HIe sll#lf;leRt levels "' fIe&rollfltIeR. 
K&J 

4. Quality 9f SeJViG8 

AMeei.1ed with .. MI.tC eSBn.ebeN .. MeEle 
IA11l9t'fti!ieiall:; eeottaitt me __ BfQe8 lIN reljlleeteEi 
by the 9Ilfttiing } lAC SefYi ee __ whOfl the pft.Mib'J8 
&6i:ieft ill iM.batea. 'RIa fl8ljUe9leEl __ (ar 
~ va:I_ Md epti_) _ ~Mell eft 8 ,,"en 
laIewl<'lloe by ike MAC Sflf'Yiee _ eflhe 8ef'o'iee(o~ 
MIlIIo! Iweilele Ie it by the MAC SeMee JIAI"ilief. 
lCRavJ.ieElge BflM eh!treelilfifll,jee &lui type ef98fYiee 
JI,e·,~8i!8 (i.e .• 1M ~_. ful'8lllts; &ell epri_ 
IftftHifeoIlM IftMfer efllaH.) i9 Made a'/aihl~le Ie 
Ills MAC SerYie8 _ .ellgh 98_ layer 
_getflllllll inwftcti 9ft ,net Ie (l1l'i)9 itto,'eeett9ft ef 
the MAC 18_.8111_ M8de lMIPVtee. 'l=hIIe the 
MAC S .... "ee _Bet en:!, MIl kBa leege ef"" 
~es ef1M ,_ell · .. Jilll whieil ft _ 
eelll!.l.lIfti .... it.yo _1Ifteo~llMIge efta! !II8lifll,jeel 
eh .... eYf'i9liee aftho MPYiee it 81ft e_epeet t8 he 
,f8·ojdell with fu, eeeh PO'V.C 8ef'o;ee 1'11l1li881. 

I. 1=AnAl Delay 

Tffl.-,eit deley ill the 118JIflIl!lliMe 1181 .... e811 ~ iA 
UNIll),'lJAI'fIII'IIIIII primilivee _the 
eerr18,81111iftg POY. YNITIMT."'=i."jjeett9ft 
~. eklpe!d lime ',,!YeII _ 8IIIw1Me14 enly 
9ft MSOO, IMa _ ._MllferrlMls ~ e e 199N11y. 

SlIues9id IPIIIIsfer era MIlOO is IIo!fiRell18 ee_ 
whftIlM Miley is~ &em ilia eerMltng 
~ lAC St!fyjae __ la '!he iI'IIeRIIM reeeh'ieg MAC 
Servile Y&8f widte. 8f118P, 

Ii. Qela,V VaFiaAG8 
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5.2.13 David 
Bagby 
oontinu 
ation 

Submission 

T 

tielay. 1ft ge_~ .ti8~6ft efYN delay' ... _ 

IIflY"" ill _~.II "" the _i .. II1II !MY hi 118M M 
rege" ...... regttler pePisliia iftIepyeI efrel .... 
~_ en.i8Qth,. 

I. User PFiClMy 

1118 ~v.c S_iee _ may INn8fep te !he MAG 
S •• ee ~jlJider a ,,;a,; ee'NllIIIge aIIflY! the 
~ee &fllte.,..aee·nfIh 'Mtieh it _ 
8elBllWftieele via .... _ pfteftly QeS ,.. _ .... 

•• Ma.pplA9 QeS eAle CINAR.' Pf'iClMy 

1lIere is a BlllBdlll'llii!ee lMI'"iBg efQeS 'J'.NMit 
Dele)' MId Pelay lC.iMee,..-eM'" Ie ifttIiai Time 
la Lt .... (Tfb). +he iBitiliel ~ ~e "eaitioK 
is ~ e, TIl:.; ,_ihly ljlteliiee hy!he QeS 
\:J$8I' Prierity,.. _star. Ail ~ tS9l'e in Ihe Ii _Bit 
IjItNIl BeHl!il dB'W! their _uiMell rn. "Atile 
weitiftg Ie .... 1M h_ Bfthe IjItIH' __ he 
..... edfap ...... sft: 

+be • __ 1 • i IIII ~ iii ............. in. 
6Itedsrdii!ed ..... y, INII'I ~ T£b at dellONe 
\ttM~ Ai tNI .... iee 'liMe, the Mill" EfUNe 
del.)' MIlOt he MlitIIJoeMlIIi ioelllihe TT1:. Ie gi ..., 1M 
Reeid!tel Time M live ~ ie. YN time left We,e 
YN MSPY IIiB emee a'" aftWe. an. _y he 118M 
in 8II8esljlteMhllBdliots erYN MSOO. Iran. shellhl 
IIsaslKs 1_ thM er eljlMll M~. YN MSOO sheHld 
in ell aim he dinllllld 
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S .2.13 I Dltvid 
Bagby 
oootinu 
atioo 

T 

,., 

t t t t .----.---t--t 

W lij W lij=:: 
~ 

r::~ \ ~k----
Fig .. ,. I 14; Mapping QoS GAte CNRneI 

A GS8&C PFi a Fil}1 

(»Ie ffVHl91r.g hIlrwler 1le65Rbed..«HJld 
pGleRtIaIIy h pI~ Move 11M MA~ 
fl8RfilR§ ~erHsJW) eftlfe.oa.l1 ~. 
K&J 

S. PaftilleAiA9 af CNRR. C.acity 

ParYlieBittg efeh ... el a..,aei:P,y' ame~ 8~MefJfYa_1 

"'*' el_ee (e.g: IIIW pftllPdy ~8 NlflleeIB aM 
high." 1''''''''' lime MItt_ii NIfIIIIIIII) ia a NllItftIl 
!lise eire", erYle lIIIIp!,iftg eflTL te ~el au 1l1li 

!,Ae"", alsellYeue tiBM. SiMe till "lieu,S MSOOs 
!,RlgN88le",8ftle1he heM erlM ljIieu8 as a NMltIll'l 
efClleiF de~ 'I"T1.; 1M Nllllietl8hip 8ot¥._ 
Shah"_!) aeee89 ""e~' Mel se8e.",a.~ .... 818M ie a 
fitB$8ft efehalulIIlllIIMl 

1. ChaRnel AOGe6C PFiGAty MeGtiaAi6fR 

£T"i6'~~~ 
life ,,02. ~SIltN'I 8A "'e IH8MaRI6#R. 
K&}[DB37] 
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5.2.13 Greg T Repl.oe entire lOCtioa with "The proviaion of a Time DTBS m.:chanism is WlItnown. 
Ennis Bounded Service based upon the Distributed 

Coordination Function is for further study". 
5.2.13 Jim T The time bounded service, a required function, needs 

Panian to be architected and sufficiently described in the 
standard. 

S.2.13 Mahan T Delete This section is incomplete and does not describe an 
y inIeroperable DTBS implementation. Deletion 

reflects votes taken w.r.t DTBS in the November 
1994 Meeting 

5.2.13 Rick T This section and all of Its subsections should be This Is due to the fact that the MAC subgroup 
White removed. has rejected Distributed Time Bounded services 

more than once and no channel access 
mechanism has been approved. The idea of 
distributed time bounded services is a 
misnomer. It Is not a time bounded service but a 
priority mechanism which incurs no penalty for 
its use. User will set their 802.11 MAC to the 
highest priority even for asynchronous traffIC. 

S.2.13 Simon T Delete entire section. The text in this section regarding Distributed Timo-
Black Bounded Services (DTBS) is not sufficiently 

CXlIIqIlete or well thought-out for a draft standard. 
S.2.13 Tim T Remove section and sub-sections. This description of DTBS is incomplete and 

Pbipps inadeqIWe for m implementation. 

S.2.13 Tom T Remove this section from the IIlandard. I Willi under tmpression that DTBS got voted out in 
T. the Novf94 meeting. 

S.2.13 Wim T Due to lack. of a Cbaooel ~ Priority mechanism Future versions of the standard that do specifY a 
Diepstr in section 5.2.13.4 this section is DOt relevant, unless DTBS priority mechanism can not coexist with 
aten a form ofDTBS purely based on Queuing priority is current versions in the same cnviromnenl, because 

desired. implementations based on the current standard do not 
have a notion of access priority. 

5.2.13 Sonnen Tech. Delete whole section relating to DTBS, including all The mccbanisms to make it work properly do not 
berg references in the draft to this function. appear to have been 801ved. I aIao have a concern 

over the applicability of such a function in m 802.11 
WLAN environment. 

S.2.13, Bob T Delete. This describes a mocIwUsm that may be 
«seq 0'Hua implemented Ibove the MAC without my peoaIty. 

There it no.-1 to inaeue the complexity of the 
MAC with this functionality. 

5.2.13.1 bdobyn T How does the MAC calwlatc TrarL'lit Delay? 
8 What specific PHY MIS parameten does it use? 

Are the ri~ ht defined in the PHY MIB? 
S.2.13.1 Geiger T How is the QoS delivered in the MA-DAT A_UNIT Add QoS parameter 

primitive. 
5.2.13.1 Geiger Err MA-UNITDATArequest sib Consistency 

.1 MA_ UNIT-DATArequest How is transit delayestsblisbed? 
TIlIIWt Delay 

S.2.13.1 Geiger T Delay Variance How is the delay variance calcu.lated? Is there some 
.2 field in the data frame used to store arrival time 

Ver.IUS time to live? 
- ._----- -- --
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5.2.13.2 bdobyn T How docs the MAC ca1cula!e Delay Variance? 
s What specific PHY MIB parameten docs it use? 

Are there the riglrt ? 
5.2.13.2 Geiger T MSDU should be di=ded. This is not enough! The reason for RTL expiring is that congestion or 

RTL, TTL, should define MIB variables for a given over booking of the lKItworlc has occurred. Dropping 
connection a MSDU is only part of the task.. There must also be 

a mechanism to inform the source of the MSDU that 
congestion has occur and congestion control is being 

exercised. 

5.2.13.4 Jeff E Add notes aOOut intenbonally left blank or To be 
Rack.o specified. 
witz 

5.2.13.4 A T Text is missing. 
Bolea 

5.2.13.4 I Gegier I T Clwmel A= Priority Mecllanism Determine access mechanism for connection oriented 
services. 

5.2.13.4 Lewis T explain mechanism 
5.2.13.4 Paul T Insert a dcfinintion ofCbannel Access Priority This will enable me to see the capabilities and 

Pirillo Mechanism, including the equation that relates QoS. limitations ofDTBS, and its impact on sychronous 
delay. delay variaoce, and user priority level. Define and asynchronous data types. 
the range of val ues for User Priority. 

5.2.13.4 Paul T Insert a definintion ofCbannel Access Priority This will enable me to see the capabilities and 
Pirillo Mecbanism, ilx:ludiDg the equation that relates QoS, limitations of DTBS, and its impact on sychronous 

delay, delay variance. and user priority level. Define and asynchronous data types. 
the TlUl2e of values for User Priority . 

5.2.13.4 Renfro T Missing 

5.2.13.4 Siep T Channel Access Priority Mechanism[must A atandard Must be complete III order to be 
be .pecIfted or deleted] I\IIlctIonaI. 

5.2.13.4 Fischer T committee shall provide text This section is empty. I do not know what the 
ma:Ch intention of the committee was in including this 
annel section and therefore am unable to provide the text 
Access necessary to correct the problem. 
Priorit 
y 
Mecha 
nism 

5.2.2 Sarosh Add this sentence at the end of the section. The current text seems to imply that a Virtual Carrier Al:cepted, let the editors phrase correctly. ! 

Vesuna .. The Wration infOl'1ll.ltion is also available in all sense can only be accomplished ifRTS/CTS is used. 
I data & ACK frames" 

5.2.2 I Geiger I T Remove this section concerning RTS/CTS RTS/CTS is not licensed for use. For fiu1lx:.- discussion 
functionality 

5.2.2 Greg T NA V needs to be present in data packets RTS/CTS is not always used so how is NAV set A.ocepu:d, see Sarosh 
Smith 

5.2.2 Mahan T Update text to rene<.1 use of NAVas described in NA V also has use in PCF Accepted, see Sarosh 
y 5.3.2.2 

I 
5.2.2 Rick. T NA V information is also contained in data Acc..:pted, see Sarosh 

White frames of fragmented MSDUs. This must be I 

added. - - -- I 
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5.2.3 New wording 1bat should solve anybodys COi'.' • 
1st md last puagraph are kept. 
Second paragraph is cbanged to: 

All direaed &ames of type Managc:mtft md 
Asynchrooous Data shall be adtnowIedgod. UId 1bcre 
are certain Wamstanccs OIl whi<:b the PowcrSave 
POLL CooIroI frame may be aduJowIedsed insIcad 
of respoodiug with the requested data 

Solved 

S.2.3 Sarosh Why do the Response tiames need an ACK. Clarification, the Response frames are treated as any 
Vesuna data packet, 10 in the case that they get corrupced, 

they are rdnnsmitted. 

S.2.3 Bob E add comma aft« "frame.· Proper usage. 
O'Hara I 

5.2.3 Rick E Remove: "The gap between the received frame The idea of SIFS has not been introduced. The 

J 
White and the ACK frame shall be the SIFS: introduction of SIFS should indicate that one of 

its uses Is for ACKs. 
S.2.3 Wim E Correa FC to FCS. Note that a Probe request is not acknowledged, 

I Diepllr The line above the list sbouJd rad: because it is a Broadcast frame. 
IItal "The following direaed frame types aball be 

acknowled~eciwith an Ad. frame. » 

S.2.3 John FJT Add: Broadcast and Multicast ftames do not get As specified in sectiOll S.2.S 
Hayes acknowledged. 

S.2.3 Bob T List must reflect frame types in table 4-1 Correct inconsistencies 
O'Hara 

S.2.3 David T The following frame types aball be acknowledged See imbeded commeo1a and annotations 
Bagby with an ACK frame: 

Ir the list of type Is out of date with the sec 4 frame I 
formats, I think the correct lIat Is: 

a) type = Asynchro1Wfls Data 
b) type = Management 

~ Qate 
II) Pell 
8) &1 .... 
II) AIIfIIBrw{DB38] 

-
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5.2.3 Fischer T The listing of Poll frames u bcin,g acknowledged by The sole purpose for PSP mode and the related 

I ,Mike. an ACK frame is in conflict with sectioo 4.4', in PowerSave Poll conIrol frame is to allow exln:mely 
which ACK is only Stat in response to the Po" low power stations to participate in WLAN 

I (rcoommend changing to PowerSave Poll globally in COOII1Unication. To require Ack response to this 
another comment) when there are DO buffered data frame when there is buffered traffic just wastes time 
frames to send in response to the Poll. during which the PSP stationOs receiver is powered 
Recommendation is to modify (b) here to state on to send redundant information, given that the rust 
OPowerSave Poll, only when there are no buffered of the buffered data frames provides an implicit 
frames to send to the station transmitting the acImowledgement of the poll. 
PowerSave Poll. If there are buffered &ames, the 
transmission of the tint buffered &arne sha\l 
acknowled2e the PowerS ave PolI.6 

5.2.3 Greg T Replace section with: "This standard requires that an ACKS are not always required. 
Ennis ACK &arne be transmitted in response to the 

successful receipt of a &arne under certain 
I circumstances. The relevamlituations in which an 

ACK is required are idedified in the sections I 

pertaining to the pnxlCSSing of the various received 
frame types. Frame types whoBe reception may elicit 
a subsequent ACK are DATA, POLL, REQUEST, 
RESPONSE, and ATIM. The interval between a 
frame and its usociated ACK shall be a SIFS u I 

desaibed in Section 5.2.4.1. 
5.2.3 Rick T ACKs are only used on directed frames. 

i 
White , 

5.2.3 Rick T All frame types that require an acknowledgment Completeness 
: White should be list, not just a generic category such 

as reQuest. I 

5.2.3 Rick T AU frame types need to be revisited to detennine The list provided is not inclusive. I 

I White If they require an ACK I 

5.2.3. P. T All unicast directed Management frames sha\l be The MAC StM.c: Machine should treai Management 
Brerme acknowledged frames elalCtly the same way that DATA frames. 
r 

5.2.4 Sarosh Change tint I!eIltence of the 2nd para to Editorial 
, 

Vesuna .. It should be noted that the different ............. " , 
5.2.4 Torn E In last paragraph change word noticed with noted. 

T. 
5.2.4 bdobyn T Error tolerances for all IFS timings, slot time and No two macltines will ever synchronize completely. Accepted. keep the good wooc 

s other timing "oonstanrs"1IIII!t be specified and made Tolerances must be buik into the system to permit 
part of the standard. Error tolerances should be interoperabliity. 
constructed out ofPHY MIB static entries. 

e.g. aSIFS_Error_Tolerance = 

aChannel Transit Variance + 2 • 
aSymbol -Duration 

---- -
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i i .. i i _ .. .... i i _ 
S.i:.4 David 

Bagby 
T It should be noticed that the differelll IFSs are See imbeded comments and amotalions Postponed. MuhilUle disaJSSion 

S.2.4 

5.2.4 

5.2.4 

S.2.4 

Isabel 
Lin 

lUck 
White 
Rick 
White 

S~bmission 

Geiger 

T 

T 

T 

independent of the station bitrate, and are fixed per 
each PHY Eewa itt _ki I'IIIe e.palde PH¥e)[DB39J, 

IPS times shaU be specified in units orbit time. This 
is the most naturalror the mac to deal with and 
avoids conversion problems with odd time 
granularities.[DB40J 

T The IFS is divided into equaI time units called slots. MAC &. PHY operations need to OCQII" on slot I Rejected. SIFS is not oecessariIy • slot time. 
The tint lIot is called the SIFS slot. The next slot is boundaries. I believe that it is less confusing to 
called the PIFS slot. All slots following the PIFS slot someone reading the standard to use slot definitions 

are called DIFS slots. These sIo&s provide • ratbcc than timings &om the last transmission. i.e .. , 
corresponding number of priority levels for acoess to Is the SIFS nwic. shown in figure S-7, the lIIart of the 

the wireless media. SIFS slot or the end. It could be either. Only after 
examining the DlFS slot period can you back towards 

It should be noted that the IFS time inteivals for the the SIFS and figure out the actual SIFS slot is 
most put are PHY specific. Only. small put of the between the SIFS marie. and the PIFS marie. 
timing is dependent OIl MAC processing delays. The 
timing for these inlervals are available as put of the 

PHY Specific MIB for. given PHY. 

Provide a figure that illustrates the Inter-frame 
spaces. Figure 5-7 could be used. 
Ust the three diffeAInt Inter-frame spaces In this 
section. 

SIFS, PIFS, and DlFS are "described" but not I Awepted. 
"defined" in this section and its substx:tions. Their 
definitiom are referred to be PHY dependant. 
However, by reading reIaIcd PHY sectiom, there are 
no specific "definitiom" to each parameters. Wbea 
trying to derive those values &om related PHY 
sectiom, one finds it very difficult since those PHY 
sections use differmt terms to describe the .-essary 
parameters. 

What needs to be done: In this section and its 
subsections, use consistent tenns to explicitly deriDe 
the compoilents to be used to derive IFS, PIFS, and 
DIFS. In each related PHY sections, include explicit 
definitions of those compooents using consistent 
tenns. 
Picture is worth 1000 words. I Awepted. Refer to picture S-7 

Makes ~ easier to uncIenIand. I kcqJIed, Editorial. 
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S.2.4 RylJi T I SIFS, PIFS, and DIFS are dcN:ribed but n<A defined in A.cxx:pted. 
Tze this section and its subsections. Their definitioos are 

I Rferred to be PHY dependant But each PHY section 
does not have specific defutitions fOl" each parameters. 
PHY sec..1iom also use different temL'I to desaibe the 
necessary parameters. 

What needs to be done: In this sec..1ion and its 
subsectiom, use consistent ternL'I to deftne the 
components to be used to derive SIFS, PIFS, and 
DIFS. In each PHY sec..1ios include explicit definitios 
of those componentS using consistent tenns. 

5.2.4 D. T Allows an IEEE ST A with the DCF to operate with POSIponed fOl" further investigation. 
and Jobnso 6.2.4 PCF- IFS (PlFS) the spectrum etiquette pfPart 1 S.321 and thereby Should defme whdb:r we wam to comply with upcs, 
S.2.6 n This PCF priority level shall be used only by the operate in the UPCS asynchronous sub-band. what are all the aspects, etc. 

PCF to send any of the Contention Free Period 
Although the currently specified back.-off procedure (CFP) frames. The PCF shall be allowed to 

transmit after it detects the medium free for the favors ST As which have been in back.-offlongest, it 

period PIFS (PCF Intertrarne Space), at the start cannot be implemented on the basis of power-

of and during a CF-Burst. 
detection. An etiquette cannot determine when a 
retransmission is needed Further, typical user 
information transfers normally consist of multiple 

Altematively. in cases where regulations require frames, tbJs the delay to the user is more dependent 
the point coordnator STA to contend for on the average delay each frame experiences. This 
access, the contention window (or the PCF average delay will be no longer with the proposed 
befjns alter the PIFS time. diange. 

Figure 5-8: Backotr Procedure It retains the definition of the PIFS fOl" those cases 

The wording around the lower right arrow will where PCF operation is permitted. 

need to be changed to conform to the revision. 
This is one of the reasons fOl" the no vole. 

5.2.6.2 Backorr Procedure 

The backoff procedure shall be fO/Iowed 
whenever a STA desires to transfer an MPOU 
and finds the medium busy. 

The backoff procedure consists of selecting a 
backoff time from the equation in Section 5.2.5 
Random Backoff Time. +he 8aakeff +i~er &Mil 
El89F8~8At 8A1y '~eR the ~eEliy~ is fFee. +Re 
8ae,"," +i~ &hall_ fI:ao!8R 'htIile the ~eEliy~ 
is s~ My. Decrementing the Backoff 
TImer shall befjfIf88IMM whenever a medium 
free period longer than OIFS is detected. 
Transmission shall commence whenever the 
Backoff Timer reaches zero providing the 
rnedi<lm is free for" period of DlFS or longer 
prisr to when the timer reaches zero. 

! Figure 5-8: Backorr Procedure 
This illustration will need to be changed to -_ .. _--
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conform to the revised wording. 

A station that has just transmitted a frame and 
has another frame ready to transmit (queued), 
shall perform the backoff procedure. This 
requirement is intended to produce a level of 
fairness of access amongst STA to the medium. 

The effect of this procedure is that when multiple 
stations are deferring and go into random 
backoff, then the station selecting the kMest 
delay through the random function will win the 
contention. ~e ~ eJ ttlis a,pRlaGR is 
~ 6titieA6 IRa& Ie8I u! "aAliofl will _reF again 
IIAllI aR_ the A8Ml DIIOS paRCld, aAII will"*' 
likely Rave a 8Re~ilI' Nsll9IJ dalay tRaA AWl 
~ieA6 8~aFiAIi the _IIG" pFGS8 "liFe feF the 
Ii .. &iFAS. ~is IMlMd 'ands 'II¥/aROl faiF all&8&8 
9ft a II .. QIilFAS, Ii .. &efWiII _is. 

S.2.4.1 . Second paragraph must be discussed in line with 
january meding discussions. 

S.2.4.1 Sarosh Change last sentence of2OO para as The T2R must happen in a time shorter than the time 
Vesun ''Clearly T2R must be less than or equal to SIFSmIn. in which the receiving station can turnaround & 
a transmit 

S.2.4.1 bdobyn T Specific values for SIFS must be calculated. Give See section 9 for definitions of the PHY MIB 
s the formula or equasion in tenns of static PHY MIB parameters. 

parameters. 

e.g. aSIFS = max( aRxTx _ Tunwound _Time, 
aTxRx _ TumaroundTime) + 

max( aTx ]ropogabon _Delay. 
aRx]ropogation_Delay) + 

aCCA _Rise_Time + 
aCCA Fall Time 

S.2.4.1 bdobyn T SIFSmax and SlFSmin are not MAC MIB 
s parameters. How are these related to PHY 

? How are they calculated? 
S.2.4.1 C. t the last sentence of the second paragraph should be if a ST A-I transmits an RTS and the ST A sending 

Heide ·Clearly the T2R must be less than or or equal to the CTS in response is allowed to send that CTS 
SIFSmin.". after a SIFSmin, then ST A-I bad better have a T2R 

of no greater than SIFSmin. 
S.2.4.1 C. t Change 2nd last sentence of2nd paragraph to "In Without the addition this sentence was confusing 

Thoma relation to SIFmax the transmit to receive time ... " until one reads the next paragraph and then comes 
s back to this paragraph. 

I 
Baumg 
IIJ1ner 
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S.2.4.1 C. t In third paragraph add • sentalce which gives the The 3rd j)arafTaph is a nice theoretical discussion on 
Thoma formula for SIFSmin exactly. rm not expert but is is the reuooing for setting SIFSmin but this is a 
s something J:ke SlFSmio=T2R time of specific PHY standard that defmes exact specifications not a 
Bawng plus the transmitter tum-on delay of specific PHY discourse on why a specific number is specified. 
ar1ner less the resuh of (total preamble time 1_ amount of 

preamble required by specific PHY to achieve signal 
capture) 

5.2.4.1 David T I values for SIFS not speced, must be done 
See imbeded comments and annotations 

Bagby 
[ before sponsor ballot.[DB41 J 

5.2.4.1 McKo T should memion propagalion time too clarity 
wn 

5.2.4.1 Rkk T 111 : Rewrite ·This Inter-frame space shall be Accepted, let teh editors diaDge the paragraph 
White used for an ACK frame, aCTS frame..A.Qm aa:ordingIy . 

1!5!me 21 a flMmented M~D!.!, lind by a STA 
responding to any poRing as is used by the Point 
Coordination Function (PCF) (See Section 5.3, 
Point Coordination Function) aM ~.lJ8eA 
fRiAl96 IR iRe 6~Y8AGe6 a&SRbed iR 6estiM 
4.3." 

5.2.4.1 Rick T The figure that ~ generated at the January 
WlUte 1995 meeting depleting the components of a 

SIFS and descriptive text would be very helpful 
in this section 

5.2.4.1 Tom T Add to this aection the following: My interpRution of the second line of paragraph 
T. two is that the SlFSmax is equal to the R2T time 

The SIFSmax period for each PHY shall be equal to: specified in the PHY. This would mean that it 
would be: 

SIFSmax ~ max(20I'5t'C, R2T) 
o I'5t'C for the IR PHY 
5 I'5t'C for the DS PHY 
19 I'5t'C for the FH PHY 

This would seem to require that the MAC respond 
instantaneously in the OS PHY case (2 I'5t'C tum-on 
delay + 2 or 3 1'5t'C. delay in PHY and MAC chips) 
or before the end of the paclc.et for the IR PHY 
(assuming at least one bit c1oc1cing delay in the PHY 
and one in the MAC). 

This is unnecessarily restrictive on the MAC. The 
MAC part of this standard should specifY the 
minimum SIFSmax that it can live with. 

5.2.4.1 Wim T The SIFS is a parameter that specifies a timing gap The definition and use of the minimum and 
Diepstr on the mediwn. There is no reason to specifY a max maximum specification of the SIFS is unclear and 
&ten and min value, because they do relate to sbould not be needed. 

impl.:mentation ~ 
5.2.4.1. Fischer T Need actual value ofSIFS interval. 

ma;SIF 
S 

-
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5.2.4.2 bdob)1I T Specific values for PIFS II1UIt be calculated. Give See section 9 for defmitiom of the PHY MlB Al:cepted. (Wilhout the campIc) 
s the formula or equasion in terms of static MAC or parameters. 

PHY MIB paI"IIIIletenL 

e.g. aPIFS = 4 • aSIFS + ACK 
where 

ACK = aPLCP _Time + 12· 
aBSS BASIC RATE 

5.2.4.2 David T I values for PIFS not speced, must be done 
See imbeded comments and annoWioos ~secDobyns 

Bagby 
before sponsor ballot.[OB42) 

5.2.4.2 Geiger T SIFS We need to be consistent in our desaiption of bow Rejeded. SIFS must be defined ~ to the 
The SIFS is the tint slot occurring after the end of a things WOIit. We talk about slots in some pJaQes and January Meeting DiagraIm. 

franlmission. The time from the end of the last time intervals in others. Lets all talk slots and define (voIUdoc:r?) 
transmission to the start of the SIFS slot is called the the IFS in tcnns of slots. It make the PHY and MAC 
SIFS start Time. Tbcae times are different for the implementation easier to undentand. 

STA ~ the last frame and all the ST As only 
receiving the last frame. These times are PHY specific 
and are define as put of the PHY Specific MIB for a 

given PHY. Also included in the determination of this 
time period is some delay on the put of the MAC to 

process the address. 
5.2.4.2 Tom T Add : The standard must state the value ofPIFS. It Rejected SIFS must be defined aooording to the 

T. CWTeDtIy does not. The PIFS must be long enough January MediDg DiagJams. 
The PIFS period for each PHY sha1l be equal to: that the PCF is sure that it has not heard the response (voIuzQcr1) 

ACK or CF-Bunt frame. With the equation shown 
PIFS - max (2 • SIFS, Slot Time) it will be guaranteed at leat one slot time to 

determine this. 
5.2.4.2. FiB<:ber T Need actua1 value ofPIFS inlerval. Rejected SIFS must be defined according to the 

ma:PIF January MediDg DiagJams. 
S (volunteer?) 

5.2.4.2. P. T PIFS must be defined as Bigger than SIFS + Slot There is no definition of the PIFS value Rejected SIFS must be defined according to the 
Breme Time January McetiDg Diagrams. 
r 

5.2.4.3 bdobyn T Specific values for DIFS IiiiIIl be calculated. Give See section 9 for definitiom of the PHY MIB AI:c:cpt without the example 
s the formula or equasion in terms of static MAC or parameters. 

PHY MIB panmcters. 

e.g. aDlFS = 2 • aSIFS + ACK 
where 

ACK = aPLCP Time + 12 • 
aBSS BASIC RATE 

5.2.4.3 David T 1 values for DIFS not speced, must be done I See imbeded comments and annota1iom Al:cepIed see Dobyns 
Bagby 

before sponsor ballot.[DB43] 
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5.2.4.3 Rick T Rew.lte: "A STA using the DCF shall be allOYMd A.-:cepted. without ~ as long as it is oot in the ~otr 

I White to transmit after it detects the medium free for periocr 
the period DIFS IDd its Backoff rime has 
exoir ... ~ . , .. -" 

5.2.4.3 Tom T Add: The standard must state the value ofDlFS. It Rejected, this should reflect the January Diagram. 
T. cum:ntly does not The DlFS must be at least ODe 

The DlFS period for eaclt PHY shall be equal to: slot time longer than the PIFS so that everyone will 
have time to detect the PCF response after a PIFS 

DlFS = 2 Slot Times 'od. ~ 
I 

5.2.4.3. Fischer T Need actua1 value ofDIFS interval. Accepted see Dobym 
ma:Dl 
FS 

5.2.4.3. M- T The DlFS time must be bigger than (2 • SIFS + ACK The DlFS must prevent collisions even when the Rejected, this should reflect the January Diagram. 
Rothcn Time) previous message was not correctly decoded 
berg 

5.2.4.3. P. T DIFS must be defmed as Bigger than PIFS + Slot Tbere is no defmition of the DlFS value Rejected, this should reOect the January Diagram. 
BrerIDC Time 
r 

5.2.4.3. P. T DlFS must be defined as Bigger than 2 • SIFS + The DlFS must be "robust" enough to prevent Rejected, this should reflect the Jamwy Diagram. 
Brcnne ACKTime oollisions even when the previous message was not 
r correctly rea:ived 

5.2.5 Sarosh Change text Does not sound right as currently stated. Acoepced 
Vcsun ........... determine the state of the medium. If the 
a med.lmn is busy, .... ...... ..... " 

5.2.5 bdobyn E The text and formula for This is the norma1 P.andomO specification for 
5 BackofITime = CW • Randorn() • SlotTime mathematicians but hapless engineers often thing in 

strongly imply that Random() is a floating point terms of an integer valued randO style function. 
valued function taking values in the range [0 ... 1], but 
this is not clear\y_ stated. 

5.2.5 bdobyn E Specify the formulas in tenns ofPHY MIB or MAC clarity 
s MIB 

5.2.5 Greg E BackotfTime - CW + Randorn()·slot time I think: its '+' not ' .. 
Smith 

5.2.5 \\lim E Change the definition to: The description together with the supplied figure is Accepted 

I 

Diepslr BackoffTime = INT(CW • Random() • Slot time confusing. in that it may suggest that Cwmin= 1 and 
aten where: Cwmax=8, because the actua1 values are not yet 

CW = An integer between CWmin and Cwmax: specified. 
(Example CWmin=32 and Cwmax=256) The parameteB, and associated retry limits need to 
Random()= Pseudo random number between 0 and 1. be specified as part of the standard. The Cwmin and I 
Change figure ~ such. that it contains example Cwmax values should be fixed as part of the 
numbers for Cwmin and Cwmax. So use 32, 64, standard, because they do affect the access fairness 
128,256 rathertben I, 2, 4, and 8. between stations. 
The values for CWmin and CWmax need to be The standard could be specified such that different 
specified as part of the standard. values for Cwmin are specified between an AP and a 

Station. to indeed affect relative access priority 

I between an AP and a Station. which is beni.ficial for 
total system throughput. I 
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S.2.S A T Random() should be defmed as a Uniformly AI.xlepred. Sec Wim'l aJIIIIIJCd 
Bolea Distributed Random Number between 0 and I. 

Exact deflnitioo should be left to implcmcntation. 
CWmin and CWmax should be specified. (8 and 64 
are good numbers to keep the protocol overbead rate 
down in the case described by the second to last 
paragraph of sectioo S.2.6.2). 
Slot time should be given. 
Change Equatioo such that Backotftime is an 
integer number of slot times. 
Figure S.o should be changed accordingly( another 
retransmissioo should be added to the figure to show 
that the CW is limited to CWmax. 

S.2.S bdobyn T Either specifY an algOOthm for Random() or specifY a fairness depends 011 it. ~ 
s spectral test or similar "goodness" test for Randomi) 

S.2.S bdobyn T What happens when CW is reached? Does the ~ 
s CW stay at CW max for ~ remainder of the retries 

(ethemd bebayior)? Or is CW max a just a synonym 
for zm&X retn~ 

S.2.S bdobyn T ''The CW shall increase expotcnlially ... " what is an Figure S.o helps, but the text is ambiguous. ~ with tile following wording: 
8 exponent 011 what else? Do you want " CW increases acoonIing to the following fuoaioo: 

3.141S~-count? CW doubles at every retry until it readies CWMax 
How about where it remains for tile remainder of tile retries" 
"The CW shall increase expotentially according the 
the functioo 

CW = 2retry _ count . ... 
S.2.S bdobyn T Where are numerical values for CW min and CW max what fun! For further investigation 

s specified? 
They're MAC Mm parameters, but can they vary 
from one implementatioo to aoother? 

S.2.S bdobyn T Specific values for aSlot _Time must be calculated. Sec sectioo 9 for definitions of the PHY MIB ~ without the exuqJle 
s Give the formula or equasioo in terms of static PHY parameters. 

MIB parameters. 
, 

e.g. aSlot _Time = max( aRxTx _ Turnaround_Time, 
a TxRx _ TlIJlllIJ'OUIKffime) + 

max( aTx_Propogatioo_Delay, 
aRx ]ropogatioo_ Delay) + 

aCCA_Rise_Time + 
aCCA Fall Time 

5.2.5 Bob T Define "Random" functioo All functions must be defined Acoeptcd, see repoose 011 Wim's and Barry's 
O'Hara COIIIIIIeIIls 011 this sectioo 

S.2.S David T ST A desiring to initiate transfer of asynchronous See imbeded comments and annotations Accepcod, see repoose 011 Wim's and Barry's 
Bagby MPDUs shall utilize the carrier sense functioo to comments 011 this section 

determine the state of the mediL If the media is 
busy, the ST A shall defer until after a DIFS gap is 
detected, and then generate a random backoff period 
for an additional deferral time before transmitting. 
This process resolves contention between multiple 
ST A that have been deferring to the same MPDU 
occupying the medium. 

-
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Submission 

BackoffTime = CW • Random() • Slot 
time 

where: 

CW = An integer" between CW min and 
CWmax 

Random()= 

Need definition for RandomO funct.ion.[DB441 

Slot Time = Transmitter tIJm.on delay + 
medium propagation delay + 
medium busy detect response time. 

ENe'" Ie IRe PH¥GNII,; WeA9&"""",oCI9R> 
t&-IMIp flelilt& IRe ~/Q' T/IIffJ. JA][DB451 

The Contention Window (CW) parameter shan 
contain an initial value ofCW min for every MPDU 
queued for transmissioo. The cw shall inaease 
exponentially after every retransmission attempt. up 
to a maximum value CW max- This is done to 
improve the stability of tile access protocol under 
high load conditions. See Figure S-6. 

I 
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S.2.S David T fNele; '*' ,'". &iMIRg asCillt ill tIIl6 II,No Acoepc.ed, see n:pome 011 Wim's and s.ny's 
Bagby CeRslfIeF It • fIIMe 118l4eF fw' -6llN'Rllll

ft OOIIIIDCID 011 this section 
contin vaIII_ ef ~ .!A.lfDB46] 
uation 
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Figure I~: Exponential Increase of CW 

unanswered questions from editor's notes in D1 
draft. What happens when the number of 
retransmission attempts reaches the CWmax 
limit? can a STA attempt transmission forever, 
or should we have a failure mechanism 
deflned?[DEU7] 

S.2.S Geiger T Define Randorn() function. Fint of ail it needs to result Everybody should do this the same way to increase the Aa:epled, see n:ponse 00 Wim's md Bany's "M'M'!CIU 

in a integer. Secondly. you need to bound the min-max odds of picking unique backoffiL 011 this section 
integer to bound the access delay. 

Slot Time PHY specific 
S.2.S Greg T replace "Random() = " with "Raodom() = a random random must be defmed ~ see repome on Wim's and Bany's 

Ennis number between 0 and 1 using a uniform distribution comments 011 this section 
S.2.S Greg T CWmin and CWmax should be specified to be 4 and Specification is currently unclear on this ~ see repome on Wim's and Bany's 

Ennis 32~vely. commmts on this ~on 
S.2.S Greg T Change figure to refled actuaI values ofCWmin and Figure currently implies CWmin = 1 Accepted, see repome on Wim's and Bany's 

Ennis CWmax commmts on this section 
S.2.S Mahan T Define Random Function for this algorithm, or its Omission Accepted, see reponse on Wim's and Bany's 

v properties. CQIllrDeIlIs 011 this section 
S.2.S Mahan T Ref¢renoe Respective PHY MIB tables for slot time Completeness AIxepted, see repome 00 Wim's md Barry's 

y definition ~ 00 this section 
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5.2.5 Renfro T Change to: This results in BackoffTime falling 00 imcger slot Alx:epUd. s:e n:pome 00 Wim's and Barry's 
times between 0 and CWo Good values are CWmin COIIWiiCdS 00 this So:Idion 

BackoffTime = Integer[CW x Random()) x Slot = 8 and CWmax = 64. These should result in good 
Time performance without undue overhead for the 
CW = Integer between CWmin and CWmax typically small LANs supported by this standard. 
Random() = Uniformly distributed random number 
between 0 and I 

5.2.5 Rick T The units of the Backoff Timer are not defined. .<\cccptcd, S« n:ponsc 00 Wim's and Barry' s 
White In order for the baaroff timer to work properly, COIl1IDCIIls 011 this sectiOli Accepted, see reponse 011 

the backoff timer should be Integer multiplies of Wim's and Barry's corrmc:nIS 00 this sectiOli 
the slot time. This says that when the backoff 
timer expires, a STA wiA access the medium at 
the being of a slot time. In other words, the 
backoff timer should Indicate the number of slot 
times to backoff. This must be resolved. 

5.2.5 Rick T Must define the Random Function. Notdefmed. Accepted, see n:ponsc 011 Wim's and Barry's 
White 00UIIJ:IQ]l$ 00 this sectioo 

5.2.5 Rick T Must define the Slot Time. Definition of Slot Notdefmed. Accepced, see reponse 011 Wim's and Barry's 
White Time given is not correct. See diagram from Jan. COIID'IleIlts 011 this section 

95 meeting. 
5.2.5 Rick T Must define the proper values for CWmin and Not defined. I don't think that 1 and 6 are the Accepted, see reponse on WIITI'S and Barry's 

White CWmax. appropriate values. comments on this section 
5.2.5 Rick T Must define the exponent of the exponential Notdefmed. Aa:epted, see reponse 011 Wim's and Barry's 

White increase after each retransmission attempt. commenIs 0II1his section 
5.2.5 Rick T Must resolve the editor's comments related to Aa:epted, see reponse 011 Wim's and Barry's 

White retransmission. COIJIIDeds 0II1his section 
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• , iii . ___ . u i 
S.2.' Tom 

T. 
T Replace everything afta- fint paragraph with 

paraphrued text from ISOIIEC 8802-3: 1993 Scdion 
4.2.3.l.S md modified equation desaibed below. 

The equation shown in S.l.S indicates a I Ao':qJCed. ICe rcpon!IC 00 Wim's md Barry's 

S.2.S et 

S.2.S, 
figure 
S£)6 

S.2.S. 

S.l.S. 

McKo I 
wn 
Fisdier I 
, Mike. 

ma:Ra 
ndom 
Backof 
fTime 

Fischer 
ma:Ra 
ndom 
Badc.of 
fTime 

S,,1:,mission 

E 

T 

T 

muhiplication ofCW with Rmdom(). A1thoogh the COII1IDCID 00 this ICdioo 

BackoffTime is an integer multiple of Slot time. 

BackoffTime = r· Slot Time 

The number of Slot times to delay before the nth 
retransmission attempt is dlOIICII as a uniformly 
distributed random integer r given by: 

r = RmodZCWo 

where: CWn = min ( (CWmin + n), Cwmax) 
R = A ~ ditributed random 

integer between 0 md 2 ~ 
CWmax, CWmin are integeB 

Algorithms used to genen1e the integer R should be 
designed to minimize the correlation between the 
numbers generated by any two stations at any given 
time. 

Slot Time = TrmIIIIitt« tu.m-an delay + mediwn 
propagation delay + medium busy detect respome 
time. 

ST A > station 

magniture of Random() was not defined, it must be 
large enough to spread deffering ST As into different 
slot times to avoid future collisions. Tbe number of 
slots is strictly given by the magnitude of Random() 
therefore multiplying it by CW does not buy you any 
more randomization. 

Tbe changes on the left allow for an exponentially 
increasing number of slots to be randomly selected 
for each re-transmission. 

sanity 

Add statement that the numben in the vatical bus I This m4Iches the original inIent of this cbwing 
are exemplary, md the diagram does not specify. acoon:ting to statements by the authon of the first 
value for CWmax. doc:umeot in which this drawing ._ ........ 

E Define CW prior to using it in the equation. Clarity 

---_._----

adopt 802.3 proposed BLAM backoffmethod 

derme acceptable distribution values for R.andom() 
function 

BLAM approaches a solution to the problem of 
"network capture" which is due to the fact that the 
loser of. f1rSl~ collision backoff contest is 
increasingly likely to continue to be the loser in the 
subsequent retries because the loser is selecting from 
a largcc md larger set ofbackoffvalues, while the 
new competition (in the form of a brand new frame 
from the wimer) will start with a small CW because 
he is !eDding. brand new packet. 
Need some sort of definition in order to allow for 
coofOl1lWlCe testing md to insure that network 
access fairness is mainlained. 

Page 50 of 52 

Accepted. ICe rcpon!IC on Wim's md Barry's 
COII1IDCID 00 this scctioo 

1 
Acoepted. see rcpon!IC QO Wim's md Bury's 00II1lIXds 

on this BeCtioo 
Accepted. see reponse QO Wim's md Barry's 
comments on this BeCtion 

Accepted. ICe reponse on Wim's md Barry's 
comments QO this BeCtion 
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S.2.S, fischer T Contention window should be powers of two minus ImpIemen1ation is more lIInigfdforward. Aaleptcd, -. reponse on Wim's and 8any's 
figure S- ma:Ex 1, i.e. ilL'>l.ead of 1, 2, 4, 8 •.. , values in diagram COII1IneoIs on this lI«tion 
6 ponenti should increase as follows: 1,3,7, IS ... 

al 
Inaeas 
eor 
CW 

S.2.6 David E See imbeded oomments and annotations 
Bagby 8- -DCFAccaa~ 

S.2.6 Bob T Last sentence must be corrected to reflect frame types Con-ect inconsistencies ~ 
O'Hara in table 4-1. 

S.2.6 C. t Change the first ~ to "The SCMNCA access Original paragraph is incorrect. CSMNCA is in ~: The CSMAICA ~ mctbod is the 
Thoma method is the foundation of the 802.11 MAC. The operation at all time in this protocol. During the foundation of the 802.11 MAC, in addition a PCF is 
5 operational rules vary sIighlly between Distributed coorention free period the access to the medium is defilll:d that is built on top the CSMA function" 
Baumg Coordination Function and Point Coordination stil controlled by the same CA mechanisms. 
aJ1neI" function." 

S.2.6 Greg T replace "RTS" with "Beacon, RTS" Beacons must defer Solved. The whole paragraph should be removed. 
Ennis 

5.2.6 Rick T 112: Two cases - When medl. hu been free for 
White greater than or equal to DIFS plUS CWmax and 

when it has not. 
5.2.6 Rick T The list of frames defined fO( initial Completeness 

White transmissions is not complete. A list must be 
generated defining .11 frame types that are Initial 
transmission. 

S.2.6.1 Bob E replace "of them indicate" with "function indicates" Proper usage. 
O'Hara 

S.2.6.1 Bob T This aedion must be corrected to reflect the frame Correct inconsistencies Accepted 
O'Hara types in table 4-1 

S.2.6.1 Greg T paragraph 4 and S: repW:c "Data" with "Beacon, Beacons must defer AooepIed.. But probably more types ace needed 
Ennis Data" 

5.2.6.1 Rick T 114: A STA will only attempt an Initial Accepted 
White transmission after the DIFS plus slot selected in 

contention window. I 
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'.2.6.1 Tom T Add following text to the end of the aecond The definition of Busy mediwn in this section is Seoood paragraph: acocpt.ShouId be a-I 
T. paragraph: used in section '.2.6.2 in the definition of the SwildJiog. But this probably ~ to 9OmCWb.:re 

BackotrProcedure. Ifwe don't fil:ez.e the Badc.off else (FH PHY7) 
In an FH PHY the hop time interval shall be Timer during the hop time then several ST As timer's 
comidered equivalent to ''mediwn busy". can expire during the 224 JISeC hop time interval. 

causing a collision at the start of the next dwell 
interval. 

Change third paragraph to read: Main objection was with word 'may' which I 
assume implies the ST A could always use the 

A ST A with a pending MPDU Ihall first determine Random BackoffTime algorithm. This makes it an 
the state of the mediwn as described above. If the option and I don '1 believe there should be options in 
mediwn is cum:ntly free and baa bcaI free for greater the core of the MAC. (Also wording was a little 
or equal to a DIFS time then the ST A sbaII transmit ambiguous asto identifYing this paragraph as one of 
immediately. This rule applies both when using the the two choices dcsaibed in section ' .2 .6) 
DCF IWCCS8 mdbod exclusively and when using the 
PCF IWCCS8 method in the Contention Area. 

-- - - --
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